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ABSTRACT 
 

The Phylogeography, Epidemiology and determinants of Maize streak virus dispersal across 

Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands 

E. T. Madzokere 

Master of Science Thesis, South African National Bioinformatics Institute, 

University of the Western Cape 

 

Maize streak disease (MSD), caused by variants of the Maize streak virus (MSV) A strain, is the 

world's third and Africa’s most important maize foliar disease. Outbreaks of the disease occur 

frequently and in an erratic fashion across Africa and Islands in the Indian Ocean causing 

devastating yield losses such that the emergence, resurgence and rapid diffusion of MSV-A 

variants in this region presents a serious threat to maize production, farmer livelihoods and food 

security. To compliment current MSD management systems, a total of 689 MSV-A full genomes 

sampled over a 32 year period (1979-2011) from 20 countries across Africa and the adjacent 

Indian Ocean Islands, 286 of which were novel, were used to estimate: (i) the levels of genetic 

diversity using MEGA and the Sequence Demarcation Tool v1.2 (SDT); (ii) the times of 

occurrence and distribution of recombination using the recombination detection program (RDP 

v.4) and the genetic algorithm for recombination detection (GARD); (iii) selection pressure on 

codon positions using PARRIS and FUBAR methods implemented on the DATAMONKEY web 

server; (iv) reconstruct the history of spatio-temporal diffusion for MSV-A using the discrete 

phylogeographic models implemented in BEAST v1.8.1; (v) characterize source-sink dynamics 

and identify predictor variables driving MSV-A dispersal using the generalized linear models, 

again implemented in BEAST v1.8.1.  

  

Isolates used displayed low levels of genetic diversity (0.017 mean pairwise distance and ≥ 98% 

nucleotide sequence identities), and a well-structured geographical distribution where all of the 

233 novel isolates clustered together with the -A1 strains. A total of 34 MSV inter-strain 

recombination events and 33 MSV-A intra-strain recombination events, 15 of which have not 

been reported in previous analyses (Owor et al., 2007, Varsani et al., 2008 and Monjane et al., 2011), 

were detected. The majority of intra-strain MSV-A recombination events detected were inferred to have 
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occurred within the last six decades, the oldest and most conserved of these being events 19, 26 and 28 

whereas the most recent events were 8, 16, 17, 21, 23, and 29. Intra-strain recombination events 20, 

25 and 33, were widely distributed amongst East African MSV-A samples, whereas events 16, 

21 and 23, occurred more frequently within West African MSV-A samples. Events 1, 4, 8, 10, 

14, 17, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, and 29 were more widely distributed across East, West and 

Southern Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands. Whereas codon positions 12 and 19 

within motif I in the coat protein transcript, and four out of the seven codon positions (147, 166, 

195, 203, 242, 262, 267) in the Rep transcript (codons 195 and 203 in the Rb motif and codons 

262 and 267 in site B of motif IV), evolved under strong positive selection pressure, those in the 

movement protein (MP) and RepA protein encoding genes evolved neutrally and under negative 

selection pressure respectively. 

 

Phylogeographic analyses revealed that MSV-A first emerged in Zimbabwe around 1938 (95% 

HPD 1904 - 1956), and its dispersal across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands was 

achieved through approximately 34 migration events, 19 of which were statistically supported 

using Bayes factor (BF) tests. The higher than previously reported mean nucleotide substitution 

rate [9.922 × 10-4 (95% HPD 8.54 × 10-4 to 1.1317 × 10-3) substitutions per site per year)] for the 

full genome recombination-free MSV-A dataset H estimated was possibly a result of high 

nucleotide substitution rates being conserved among geminiviruses such as MSV as previously 

suggested. Persistence of MSV-A was highest in source locations that include Zimbabwe, 

followed by South Africa, Uganda, and Kenya. These locations were characterized by high 

average annual precipitation; moderately high average annual temperatures; high seasonal 

changes; high maize yield; high prevalence of undernourishment; low trade imports and exports; 

high GDP per capita; low vector control pesticide usage; high percentage forest land area; low 

percentage arable land; high population densities, and were in close proximity to sink locations. 

Dispersal of MSV-A was frequent between locations that received high average annual rainfall, 

had high percentage forest land area, occupied high latitudes and experienced similar climatic 

seasons, had high GDP per capita and had balanced maize import to export ratios, and were in 

close geographical proximity.    
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PREFACE 

Maize streak disease (MSD), caused by Maize streak virus (MSV; family Geminiviridae, genus 

Mastrevirus: Bock, 1974; McClean, 1947; Mullineaux et al., 1984), is the world's third and 

Africa’s most important maize foliar disease (Bousque-Perez, 2000; Pratt and Gordon, 2006). 

Unfortunately, Cicadulina leafhopper vector species implicated in the transmission of MSV are 

widely distributed across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands, and since the first report 

of MSD in the 1870s (Fuller, 1901; Monjane et al., 2011), more than 20 countries in this region 

have reported symptoms resembling those of MSD, the presence of MSV, and the occurrence of 

numerous disease outbreaks which are difficult to predict and are influenced by several 

interacting factors (Esenam et al., 1966; Fajemisin et al., 1976; Teklamariam et al., 1986; Efron 

et al., 1989; Cardwell et al., 1997; Caulfield, 1994; Martin and Shepherd, 2009; Oppong et al., 

2015; Owor, 2008). At their worst, MSD outbreaks can cause 100% yield losses, with losses 

ranging from 6%-10% being estimated to cost farmers between US$120-US$400 million per 

epidemic year (Martin and Shepherd, 2009). Thus, introduction, resurgence and rapid diffusion 

of MSV between countries across this region, where maize is widely grown and consumed as a 

staple, threatens maize production, food security and more than 100 million livelihoods. 

 

As such, to complement current MSD control strategies, elucidate MSV-A migration routes and 

possibly mitigate future spread of MSV-A variants, I analyzed the genetic diversity of 689 MSV-

A isolates sampled from 20 locations over a 32 year period (1979-2011) across Africa and the 

adjacent Indian Ocean Islands where MSD is endemic, and performed phylogeographic analyses 

on one mostly recombination-free dataset (H) using discrete (Lemey et al., 2009) 

phylogeography diffusion models implemented in the evolutionary analyses program BEAST 

(Drummond  and Rambaut, 2007). In addition to mapping the geographical distribution of MSV-

A, intra-strain recombination events, dates of their probable occurrence, the selection pressure 

acting at codon positions in the MSV-A genome, and the historical movement pathways of 

MSV-A variants, I also characterized the source-sink dynamics of MSV-A dispersal using the 

generalized linear model (GLM) in BEAST and identified predictor variables potentially acting 
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as key determinants in the spatio-temporal diffusion of MSV-A across Africa and the adjacent 

Indian Ocean Islands.  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Maize streak disease (MSD) 
 

Maize streak disease (MSD) is the world's third and Africa’s most important maize foliar 

disease (Bousque-Perez, 2000; Pratt and Gordon, 2006). It occurs when maize is infected 

by the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) Maize streak virus (MSV; family Geminiviridae, 

genus Mastrevirus: Appendix 1 - Figure 1.1: Howell, 1984; Lazarowitz, 1988; 

Mullineaux et al., 1984; Zhang et al., 2001), which is obligately transmitted by nine 

distinct species of cicadellid leafhopper within the genus Cicadulina (Dabrowksi, 1987; 

Webb, 1987).  

 

In maize, symptoms of MSD include morphological teratology which is characterized by 

leaf margin splitting, broad-pale, cream colored to light green or yellow parallel leaf vein 

streaking, tip twisting, necrosis of emerging leaves, reduced leaf size, tassel sterility and 

shoot stunting (Bock et al., 1974; Damsteegt, 1981; Fajemisin, 1984; Storey, 1925; 

Oppong et al., 2015). MSD symptoms resembling those recorded by Fuller (1901) in the 

Natal outbreak and direct confirmation of MSV through molecular sequencing has been 

reported in more than 20 African and adjacent Indian Ocean Island countries (Fajemisin 

et al., 1976; Goodman, 1981; Kim et al., 1981; Kim et al., 1989; Lazarowitz, 1987, 1988; 

Malithano et al., 1997; Rossel and Thottapilly, 1985; Owor, 2008; Cardwell et al., 1997; 

Oppong et al., 2015). The most recent MSD outbreak was reported in Ghana in 2010 

(Oppong et al., 2015), and although MSD epidemic outbreaks can cause 100% maize 

yield losses for individual farmers, on average, countrywide MSD incidence is estimated 

to be well below 40% in most epidemic years and below 5% in non-epidemic years 

(Martin and Shepherd, 2009). For example, during the 2005 Ugandan MSD epidemic, an 

~30% countrywide MSD incidence was recorded (Owor, 2008), whereas a proportion of 

only ~2% maize plants experienced MSD infections in Cameroon during 1993, a non-

epidemic year (Cardwell et al., 1997).  
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It has also been calculated that on average, maize yield losses caused by MSD ranging 

from 6% to 10% cost African farmers between US$120 and US$480 million per 

epidemic year (Martin and Shepherd, 2009). As a result, the emergence, resurgence, and 

rapid dispersal of MSV strains that cause severe MSD, continues to seriously threaten the 

food security and livelihoods of farmers across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean 

Islands. 

 

1.2 Maize streak virus (MSV) 

 

Eleven major strains of MSV (MSV-A to MSV-K) are currently known to exist 

(Appendix 3 - Figure 1.2) (Martin et al., 2001; Schnippenkoetter et al., 2001; Varsani et 

al., 2008; Willment et al., 2001), but only the five variants or subtypes of the MSV-A 

strain (MSV-A1, -A2, -A3, -A4, -A6) infect maize causing severe MSD symptoms. Strains 

from MSV-B to MSV-K infect mostly wild grasses and/or cereals (McClean, 1947; 

Storey and McClean, 1930; Martin and Shepherd, 2009; Shepherd et al., 2010; Monjane 

et al., 2011; Oppong et al., 2015). However, MSV-B, MSV-C, MSV-D, and MSV-E 

strains produce mild MSD symptoms in maize (Damsteegt, 1983; ICTVdb Management, 

2006; Martin et al., 1999, 2001; Konate and Traore, 1992). Thresholds of >78% and 

>94% genome-wide pair-wise sequence identity are adopted as demarcations of 

Mastrevirus species and strains respectively (Muhire et al., 2014).  

 

The closest relatives of MSV are the seven African streak virus species (Bock et al., 

1974; Shepherd et al., 2010; Pande et al., 2012). These mostly infect wild grasses and 

cereals and include Axonopus compressus streak virus (ACSV; Oluwafemi et al., 2014), 

Eragostris streak virus (ESV), Sugarcane streak virus (SSV), Sugarcane streak Reunion 

virus (SSRV), Urochloa streak virus (USV), Sugarcane streak Egypt virus (SSEV) and 

Panicum streak virus (PanSV) (Appendix 3 - Figure 1.2; Shepherd et al., 2010). While 

MSVs are widely distributed across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands 

(Appendix 4 - Table 1.2: Shepherd et al., 2010), their existence in the South and South-

eastern Asian region within India, Indonesia and Yemen has also been reported 

(Appendix 5 - Table 1.3: Bock et al., 1974; Brunt et al., 1990; EPPO, 2014; CABI and 
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EPPO, 1997), although no publicly available full genome sequences exist in NCBI to 

confirm their existence there. However, the geographical distribution of the five 

epidemiologically relevant MSV-A subtype strains across Africa and the adjacent Indian 

Ocean Islands and their severities on different maize genotypes varies greatly. MSV-A1 

strains cause the most severe MSD symptoms in maize and have the widest geographical 

distribution throughout mainland Africa (Shepherd et al., 2010). In contrast, MSV-A2 

strains are restricted to West Africa; -A3 strains to East Africa; -A4 strains to Southern 

Africa; and -A6 strains to Islands in the Indian Ocean (Shepherd et al., 2010). Identifying 

factors that underlie this spatially restricted and well structured MSV-A strain 

distribution pattern in this region may expand our current knowledge of MSD 

epidemiology and improve our ability to predict and manage MSD outbreaks (Martin et 

al., 2001; Monjane et al., 2011; Owor et al., 2007; Varsani et al., 2008; Willment et al., 

2001).  

 

1.3 Viral Diversity  
 

Noticeably, several processes have contributed to the diversification of geminiviruses 

such as MSV. These include mechanistic processes such as mutation, recombination and 

re-assortment (Padidam et al., 1999) and population processes such as genetic drift and 

diversifying selection (Lefeuvre et al., 2011). Amongst the mechanistic processes, 

recombination is ubiquitous within partially conserved and peripherally distributed 

hotspots in the MSV genome and may occur at interspecies, inter-strain and intra-strain 

levels where it can potentially provide a selective advantage in the evolution and 

emergence of new geminiviruses (Padidam et al., 1999; Lefeuvre et al., 2009; Varsani et 

al., 2008; Monjane et al., 2011). For example, the MSV-A strain is reported to be a 

product of an ancient recombination event that occurred between MSV-B and MSV-G/F 

variants sometime around 1870 (Monjane et al., 2011).  
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1.4 Genome Organization 

 

Maize streak virus (MSV) has an approximately 2.7 kilobase sized, circular, single 

stranded DNA (ssDNA) genome (Appendix 1 - Figure 1.1: Howell, 1984; Lazarowitz, 

1988; Mullineaux et al., 1984; Zhang et al., 2001), that replicates via rolling circle and 

recombination-dependent mechanisms (Preiss and Jeske, 2003), and encodes four 

proteins: (i) a Movement protein (MP) through gene V1; (ii) a Coat protein through gene 

V2; and two Replication associated proteins, (iii) Rep, encoded by post-transcriptionally 

spliced C1 and C2 genes, and  (iv) RepA, which is only encoded by the C1 gene (Pratt 

and Gordon, 2006). Bidirectional transcription from the long intergenic region (LIR) 

leads to virion sense expression of the MP and the CP and the complementary-sense 

expression of the replication-associated proteins, Rep and RepA respectively. These four 

proteins each play significant roles during host infection. Movement protein (MP) and 

coat protein (CP) encoding genes are required for systemic infection of host plants by 

MSV (Boulton et al., 1991a, and 1991b; Lazarowitz et al., 1989; Woolston et al., 1989). 

The MP facilitates cell-to-cell movement of virus within the host, whereas the CP is 

required both for entry of viral DNA into the nucleus and the inter-cellular movement of 

viral DNA, whilst the replication-associated proteins, Rep and RepA, enable usurping of 

the host replication machinery and rapid production of high copy numbers of viral 

progeny (Preiss and Jeske, 2003; Zhang et al., 2001).  

 

1.5 The Host: Maize 
 

Maize (Zea mays L; family Poaceae and tribe Maydeae) is not an indigenous African 

plant, instead its origins have been traced back to the Mesoamerican region, now Mexico 

and Central America (Matsuoka et al., 2002; Piperno and Flannery, 2001), and teosinte 

(Z. mexicana) is believed to be the ancestor of the crop plant (Warburton et al., 2011). 

Maize was first introduced into Nigeria in West Africa, by the Portuguese in the 16th 

century and thereafter into southern Africa by the Dutch East India Company in the 

middle of the 17th century (Jeffreys, 1963; McCann, 2001). The first disease reports of 

symptoms resembling those of contemporary MSV infection were in the Natal region in 
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South Africa (Fuller 1901), indicating that within approximately 200 years of the 

introduction of this crop plant into Southern Africa, a viral pathogen had emerged with 

the capacity to infect maize and subsequently spread to more than 20 African and Indian 

Ocean Island countries. To date, maize is cultivated in 46 of the 54 African countries, and 

because of its high economic (Andreu et al., 2006; Pingali, 2001; Sleper and Poehlman, 

2006), and nutritional value (Prasanna et al., 2001; Rosegrant, 2008), it is an important 

staple food across this continent and Islands in the Indian Ocean (Morris et al., 1999; 

WABS, 2008). In addition to large numbers of large-scale commercial farmers, maize is 

also cultivated by more than 100 million subsistence farmers in this region both for 

consumption and economic empowerment (FAO, 2007; Martin and Shepherd, 2009) and 

its production in this region exceeds that of cereals such as wheat, rice, millet and 

sorghum (Sleper and Poehlman, 2006). Following the emergence of MSV-A in southern 

or east-central Africa (Fuller, 1901; Harkins et al., 2009 and Monjane et al., 2011), 

subsequent MSD outbreaks have periodically occurred at local, regional and/or 

countrywide levels in a seemingly erratic fashion, often resulting in devastating crop 

losses for farmers across Africa and Islands in the Indian Ocean (Martin and Shepherd, 

2009; Shepherd et al., 2010; Monjane et al., 2011). Currently, the top maize producers in 

this region are South Africa, followed by Nigeria, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Kenya, Malawi, 

and Zambia (Table 1.1: FAOSTAT, 2012). 

 

1.6 MSD Epidemiology 
 

A number of factors that may broadly be classified as ecological, climatic, genetic, 

sociopolitical, economic, and physical, have been observed to affect and influence MSD 

epidemiology (Martin and Shepherd, 2009; Shepherd et al., 2010). Extremely complex 

interactions between these factors, which appear to converge every three to ten years, are 

believed to produce conditions that promote MSV dispersal and an increase in MSD 

incidence on the continent and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands (Efron et al., 1989). 

MSD outbreaks have largely been difficult to predict firstly because of the erratic manner 

in which they occur, and secondly, because the aforementioned factors include 

interactions among multiple MSV and African streak virus strains that increase the 
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diversity, distribution and possibly the range of plant hosts accessible to 

epidemiologically relevant MSV-A strain variants; the distribution, host range and 

interactions of the nine viruliferous vector species of cicadellid leafhoppers in the Genus 

Cicadulina (Rose, 1974; Dabrowski et al., 1987; Fennah, 1959; Nielson, 1986; Ruppel, 

1965; Soto, 1978), and finally the ability of such viruses to persist in over 80 grass 

species (ICTVdb Management, 2006; Damsteegt, 1983; Konate and Traore, 1992). 

 

Furthermore, it is also clear that climatic (temperature, rainfall, relative humidity) and 

geographical factors that influence the composition of grass and leafhopper populations 

also add to the complexity of MSD epidemiology (Dabrowski, 1987; Reynaud et al., 

2009). This is reflected by reports suggesting that MSD outbreaks occur more frequently 

in locations that (i) lie anywhere from sea level up to an altitude of 2000 meters 

(Magenya et al., 2008), (ii) have high average annual temperatures and precipitation 

(Asanzi et al., 1994; Okoth and Dabrowski, 1987; Rose 1972) (iii) where drought 

conditions are followed by irregular rains at the beginning of the growing season 

(Bjarnason, 1986; Welz et al., 1998; Efron et al., 1989), (iv) are MSV diversification 

hotspots (such as eastern and southern Africa: Monjane et al., 2011), and (v) during the 

second season where there are two maize growing seasons a year (Martin and Shepherd, 

2009). Economic factors that include exorbitant pesticide prices, poorly implemented 

MSD agronomic management practices, and systematic flooding of the African maize 

seed-market with low-to-negligible MSV - resistant varieties by seed companies and 

traders also make it difficult to understand MSD epidemiology and predict the occurrence 

of outbreaks (Martin and Shepherd, 2009). An unfortunate consequence of the interaction 

and changes in the factors influencing MSD epidemiology and the frequency of disease 

outbreak occurrence across Africa and Islands in the Indian Ocean is that, it complicates 

the proper scheduling of the maize planting and harvesting seasonal calendar by farmers 

seeking to avoid huge yield losses to MSD.  
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1.7 MSD Management 
 

In an attempt to mitigate the growing threat posed by MSD on food security in this region, 

farmers have resorted to implementing an integrated pest management system 

(Damsteegt, 1983; Shepherd et al., 2010). Such a system typically includes cultivation of 

treated and certified maize seed; use of MSV tolerant or resistant (usually conventionally 

bred or transgenic) varieties; early rouging; chemical control of the MSV leafhopper 

vectors through application of pesticides (Rose, 1973; Magenya et al., 2008; Karavina, 

2014); and rotation with broadleaved crops such as groundnuts, beans, cowpeas, cotton 

and pumpkin which appear immune to MSV (Damsteegt, 1983 and Shepherd et al., 2010). 

The primary goal of such systems is to guide farmers in appropriately scheduling their 

planting and harvesting calendars from season to season so as to avoid and/or minimize 

yield losses due to MSD. However, for this goal to be realized, farmers, maize seed and 

agrochemical companies, governments and research institutes within countries where 

MSD occurs periodically, must seriously commit to implementing, monitoring and 

updating such systems. Unfortunately, most African countries, with the exception of 

South Africa and Nigeria, do not have robust legislative frameworks and resources to 

structure the implementation, monitoring and updating of MSD surveillance systems.  

 

As a process, disease surveillance involves the systematic collection, analysis, 

interpretation and distribution of large volumes of data (usually raw health or agricultural 

data) originating from a variety of sources, for the purpose of planning, implementing, 

and evaluating public health, agronomic and/or other interventions, with the ultimate goal 

of reducing the morbidity and mortality of susceptible host populations (Scallan et al., 

2011a; Trifonov et al., 2009). A successful disease surveillance system uses data 

captured to: (i) evaluate the effectiveness of control and preventative measures; (ii) 

monitor changes in infectious agents such as trends in disease development or occurrence 

of new, highly viruliferous viral strains over time, including, (iii) the occurrence and 

frequency of disease outbreaks (Torok and Anderson, 2008). Estimates of baseline levels 

of disease obtained from such surveillance systems may permit identification of high-risk 

populations, areas and/or climatic seasons to target interventions and as a consequence, 
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such estimates act as important references for future outbreaks and may guide policy 

development and maize production (Janes et al., 2000).  

 

One obvious consequence of not having surveillance systems is avoidable maize yield 

losses and without a sustained level of commitment to MSD surveillance, each country in 

this region risks multiple introductions and/or re-introductions of epidemiologically 

relevant variants of the MSV-A strain. Trans-continental movements of such variants are 

most likely to occur and increase between countries that: (i) either have weak or no MSD 

management and/or epidemic outbreak surveillance systems in implementation; (ii) have 

weak border control and trade policies on trans-boundary movement of plant material 

such as maize; (iii) share physical borders or ports with a country that has attributes in 

parts (i) and (ii) and trade frequently (Monjane et al., 2011). However, where present, 

data from a structured MSD surveillance system can complement phylogeographic 

methods in elucidating the extent to which factors stated above influence the rate of 

MSV-A dispersal between source and sink locations. 

 
1.8 The MSV Vector 
 

Cicadulina species are widely distributed throughout tropical and subtropical Africa 

(CABI, 1986; Dabrowksi, 1987; Mylonas, et al., 2014; Oluwafemi et al., 2007; Reynaud 

et al., 2009; Rose, 1978). Amongst these species, C. mbila and C. storeyi are the most 

viruliferous, particularly the females and large-winged individuals capable of long 

distance flight and long-range MSV dispersal (CABI, 1986; Dabrowksi, 1987; Mylonas, 

et al., 2014). C. mbila occurs in more than 20 countries across Africa and the adjacent 

Indian Ocean Islands and its development, distribution and persistence is mostly affected 

by fluctuations in temperature and precipitation (Rose, 1973a), and also by changes in 

land-use patterns (CABI, 1986; Reynaud et al., 2009; Webb, 1987; Mylonas et al., 2014). 
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1.9 MSV Infectious Disease Dynamics 

 

Elucidation of the factors that shape the spread and evolution of diseases such as MSD 

will increase our understanding of the dynamics of viral infections and inform prevention 

and control measures (Pybus and Rambaut, 2009). Traditionally, viral infectious disease 

dynamics have been investigated using epidemiological methods (Pybus and Rambaut, 

2009), however, with recent concurrent advances in whole genome sequencing, 

mathematical modeling and computer processing power, the use of evolutionary 

approaches unified with traditional epidemiological methods have increasingly been used 

to investigate viral infectious disease dynamics (Grenfell et al., 2004; Pybus and 

Rambaut, 2009; Pybus et al., 2012).  

 

There are several advantages to unifying evolutionary approaches with traditional 

epidemiological methods and employing both to investigate viral infectious disease 

dynamics. First of all, because evolutionary approaches allow the reconstruction of the 

demographic history of an entire epidemic whether there is very little or no surveillance 

data, they complement traditional epidemiological methods; secondly, evolutionary 

approaches require fewer samples of viral pathogens to achieve the latter and estimate 

population parameters such as the dispersal and nucleotide substitution rates; and thirdly, 

through use of these approaches, a plausible history of the migration routes used by the 

virus to attain its geographical distribution can be reconstructed. Finally, it is also 

possible to infer epidemiological linkages among infections in time and space using 

evolutionary approaches (Pybus and Rambaut, 2009). Moreover, because evolutionary 

approaches are an integral component of phylogeographic analyses methods, it is now 

possible to investigate the spatial and temporal patterns present in viral phylogenies 

(Lemey et al., 2009; Lemey et al., 2010; Lemey et al., 2014; Monjane et al., 2011).  

 

It is important to note that, phylogeographic analyses involve a joint estimation of both 

the virus phylogenetic tree that represents the evolutionary relationships between sampled 

pathogens and the locations of un-sampled, most recent common ancestors, thereby 

producing a full history of viral dispersal (Grenfell et al., 2004; Pybus et al., 2009). Once 
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identified, the spatio-temporal patterns embedded within viral phylogenies can be 

matched to historically dated and/or confirmed reports of epidemic outbreaks as well as 

interventions to control MSD incidence amongst the sampling locations, which ultimately 

allow us to elucidate the relationship between these patterns and the occurrence of MSD 

outbreaks. Phylogeographic analyses methods implemented in the evolutionary software 

Bayesian Evolutionary Analysis by Sampling Trees (BEAST: Drummond and Rambaut, 

2007), allow for the reconstruction of the dispersal history of viral pathogens among 

discrete locations (Lemey et al., 2009) and in a continuous space (Lemey et al., 2010). 

They also yield a Bayes factor (BF) statistical support for the best-supported 

epidemiological linkages between locations (Lemey et al., 2009), and are able to account 

for spatial and temporal uncertainty in phylogenetic tree reconstruction by evaluating 

ancestral reconstructions over a posterior distribution of trees as opposed to doing so 

based on a single tree (Baele et al., 2012; Pagel et al., 2004). In addition to accounting for 

phylogenetic uncertainty in tree reconstruction, Bayesian analyses with BEAST are more 

computationally efficient and therefore widely used compared to Hill-climbing methods 

such as Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Maximum Parsimony (MP) in reconstructing the 

spatio-temporal diffusion history of viral pathogens (Baele et al., 2012; Drummond and 

Bouckaert, 2014). 

   

Such phylogeographic methods provide a platform to test evolutionary hypotheses and 

determine the most likely molecular clock, demographic and diffusion models from a 

wide range of models given the data (Baele et al., 2012, 2013; Drummond and Bouckaert, 

2014). Bayesian analyses with BEAST take as input, a multiple nucleotide sequence 

alignment of viral pathogens, their sampling dates, locations and a set of proper priors for 

all viral population parameters being estimated (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007; Baele et 

al., 2012, 2013), to reconstruct the most plausible and/or otherwise hidden spatio-

temporal movement pathways underlying the observed geographical distributions for a 

given viral pathogen by calling on a probabilistic framework implemented through the 

phylogeographic methods (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007, 2009; HIV: Bedford et al., 

2010). In addition, BEAST can also be used to estimate the dispersal rate, wave front 

velocity and directionality of epidemic spread (Biek et al., 2007; Lemey et al., 2010).  
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Evolutionary methods implemented using BEAST have since been used to reconstruct 

the spatio-temporal diffusion of both animal and plant viruses. Animal-infecting viruses 

investigated using these methods include the Ebola virus (EBOV; Azarian et al., 2015), 

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV; Faria et al., 2012), Dengue virus (Allicock et al., 

2012; Nunes et al., 2014; Morato et al., 2015), Rabies (Kuzmina et al., 2013), and West 

Nile virus (WNV; Zehender et al., 2011), plant viruses whose evolutionary dynamics 

have been studied using BEAST include the Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV: 

Lefeuvre et al., 2010, 2011), Cassava mosaic virus (CMG: De Bruyn et al., 2012), and 

Maize streak virus (MSV: Monjane et al., 2011). In fact, phylogeographic analyses of 

353 full genome MSV-A isolates has recently revealed that this strain emerged in 

southern Africa around 1863, is trans-continentally dispersing at an average rate of 32.5 

km/year across Africa, and has diversified into 24 recombinant lineages that currently 

circulate around the continent, most of which may have emerged within the past 40 years 

in southern and/or east-central African diversification hotspots (Monjane et al., 2011). 

 

1.9.1 Identifying potential determinants of MSV-A diffusion 
 

The generalized linear model (GLM) has recently been added as an extension to the 

methods implemented in BEAST (Faria et al., 2013; Lemey et al., 2012; Lemey et al., 

2014). This model parameterizes the logarithm of the instantaneous DNA rate matrix as 

the logarithm of a combination of a set of predictor variables using the Bayesian 

stochastic search variable selection (BSSVS) probabilistic framework in BEAST (Faria et 

al., 2013; Lemey et al., 2012; Lemey et al., 2014). Given a predictor or set of predictor 

variables, the GLM approach calculates both the posterior inclusion probability (PIB: a 

Bayes factor support for each predictor) and a conditional effect size (cES) representing 

the degree to which a predictor is either included or excluded in the model, and using the 

PIB and cES statistics for each predictor variable considered, determinants that are 

possibly driving the viral dispersal process can be inferred. This is important because 

several such interacting predictive variables may drive the viral dispersal process, and 

amongst those widely investigated using the GLM approach are variables that can be 
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classified into ecological, climatic, genetic, sociopolitical, economic, and physical factors 

(Lemey et al., 2012, 2014; Faria et al., 2013; Magee et al., 2015; Nunes et al., 2013).  

 

By comparing variations observed in these predictive variables under their different 

classes to specific instances and/or frequencies of disease outbreak occurrence, it is 

possible to: (i) identify determinants of viral dispersal and/or conditions prevailing in 

sources (locations where there is a demographic surplus of the virus, and its rapid 

multiplication and persistence are more likely) and sinks (locations where there is a 

demographic deficit of the virus and its extinction is more likely), and (ii) quantify the 

contribution that each predictive variable makes to the viral dispersal process (Lemey, et 

al., 2012, 2014). This helps to elucidate the different distribution and dispersal pathways 

for distinct variants of epidemiologically relevant pathogens such as those of the MSV-A 

strain. In light of this, the GLM approach has been used to investigate the determinants of 

spatio-temporal diffusion for animal viral infections that include, Human influenza H3N2 

(Lemey et al., 2012; 2014) and H5N1 (Magee et al., 2015), Dengue viral serotypes 1-3 in 

Brazil (Nunes et al., 2013), and Bat rabies virus in North America (Faria et al., 2013). In 

this study, the GLM approach will be used to estimate the potential determinants of plant 

viral dispersal using MSV-A as a model organism.  

 

Several statistical advantages are associated with the use of the GLM approach in testing 

spatial hypotheses (Lemey et al., 2014). Firstly, there is strong evidence that Bayesian 

measures of model fit (e.g. harmonic mean estimate of the marginal likelihood) which 

can be applied to models with among-location movement rates fixed to a particular 

predictor, perform poorly (Baele et al., 2012, 2013; Baele and Lemey, 2013). Secondly, 

Bayesian measures of model fit provide only a relative ranking of different models and 

unlike the GLM approach, do not identify which of the top ranked predictors needs to be 

jointly considered as explanatory variables. Finally, the GLM approach is advantageous 

over alternative approaches because it provides a measure of support for each predictor 

by estimating the associated coefficients (β) (Lemey et al., 2014).  
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1.9.2 Accounting for sources of confounding in Bayesian Inference  
 
Although there are a number of distinct advantages to the Bayesian inference approach 

using probabilistic models it has to be borne in mind that there are a number of factors 

that may confound or bias the results obtained using such methods. These factors include 

the presence of evidence of recombination within molecular sequence datasets (Schierup 

and Hein, 2000a; Schierup and Hein, 2000b), unevenness in sample sizes and sampling 

times (Duchene et al., 2015), and the inability to account for un-sampled areas as 

possible sources or sinks in the viral dispersal process (Stack et al., 2010; Pulliam, 1988; 

Pulliam et al., 1991).  

 

The presence of evidence of recombination at the interspecies, inter-strain and/or intra-

strain levels in molecular sequence datasets is a result of lateral transfer of nucleotides 

between viruses (Ubeda and Wilkins, 2011). Recombination in viral datasets can 

invalidate phylogeny reconstruction, estimates of selection pressure at codon positions, 

selection of evolutionary models, and inferences from model parameters (Schierup and 

Hein, 200a, 2000b). It is therefore important to detect and remove recombinant sequence 

tracts or identify recombination breakpoint positions and focus phylogeographic analyses 

exclusively on those genome regions that are free of recombination (Martin et al., 2015).  

 

Similarly, opportunistic sampling schemes often lead to datasets with uneven sample 

sizes either in space or time or both. To ensure that the inference of the location of the 

origin of the most recent common ancestor of a viral population is not systematically 

biased towards locations with larger sample sizes from amongst the locations under 

consideration (Lemey et al., 2010), a tip-swap null model can be used to account for 

uneven sample sizes amongst the sampling locations (Frost et al., 2015; Stack et al., 

2010). As the name suggests, this involves randomly shuffling taxon labels across the tips 

of the phylogeny followed by calculation of the root state probability for each of the 

sampling locations, which is the probability of each sampling location being the origin of 

the most recent common ancestor of the viral population (Frost et al., 2015; Stack et al., 

2010). Comparison of these probabilities to those obtained without the tip-swap null 
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model for each of the sampling locations, gives a clearer picture of which location is the 

most probable origin of the MRCA and more importantly, whether the inference of this 

estimated population parameter is likely biased towards locations with larger sample 

sizes.   

 

Unevenness in sampling times can also introduce bias that results in over-estimation or 

under-estimation of the nucleotide substitution rate (Duchene et al., 2015), thereby 

providing misleading inferences on how fast a virus population is evolving. Such bias is 

usually accounted for by estimating the temporal signal within the dataset using Path-O-

Gen (Rambaut et al., 2013) or estimating the nucleotide substitution rate for several 

randomly generated smaller sample size datasets through the date-randomization test 

(Ramsden et al., 2008). Path-O-Gen estimates the correlation between sampling times 

and the genetic distance of the samples in the data, and this is used as a proxy of the 

strength of the temporal signal in the data, where the stronger the correlation is, the 

stronger the temporal signal, and the lower the chances of unevenness in sampling times 

possibly influencing estimates of the nucleotide substitution rate. However, the date 

randomization test, which is computationally intensive but more efficient compared to 

Path-O-Gen, involves randomly reassigning the sampling times of the sequences, which 

effectively breaks the association between substitutions and time (Duchene et al., 2015), 

and generates an expectation of substitution rate estimates in the absence of temporal 

signal in the data.  

 

In this investigation, I analyzed 689 MSV-A full genomes sampled over 32 years (1979-

2011) from 20 locations across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands. This 

included 286 novel full genomes, 111 of which were sampled in six countries [Anjouan 

(n=1), Moheli (n=2), Ethiopia (n=1), Mauritius (n=1), Madagascar (n=53), and Ghana 

(n=53; Oppong et al., 2015)] from which no data had been previously available (Monjane 

et al. 2011). My approach involved first an estimation of the genetic diversity of MSV-A 

isolates, and subsequent detection, dating and characterization of inter-and-intra strain 

recombination events across the genome and sampling regions, estimation of the best-fit 
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nucleotide substitution and evolutionary models and mapping of the selection pressures 

acting at codon positions in the MSV-A genome. 

 

This produced a recombination-free MSV-A dataset that I then used to reconstruct the 

spatio-temporal diffusion history employing the discrete phylogeographic model 

implemented in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007; Lemey et al., 2009). Using this 

approach it was possible to estimate the MSV-A nucleotide substitution rate, to infer the 

location where and dates when the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of MSV-A 

samples existed and to identify statistically supported epidemiological linkages between 

countries, and elucidate the migration pathways and directions that MSV-A has used to 

attain its current distribution. Lastly, using the generalized linear model (GLM) approach 

implemented in BEAST, I characterized the sampling countries into source and sink 

locations and estimated the probable contributions of 27 predictor variables in the 

dispersal of MSV-A across Africa and Islands in the Indian Ocean.  
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2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.1 Sample Collection 

 
Maize streak virus (MSV) samples collected over a period of 32 years (1979-2011) from 

a total of 20 countries distributed across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands 

were used in this study (Table 2.0). The MSV dataset used comprised full genome 

sequences from 403 MSV-A (Appendix 20 - Table 3.7) and 182 MSV (MSV-B to MSV-

K) held in publicly available databases (NCBI), along with 286 unpublished MSV-A full 

genome sequences collected by our research collaborators based at the University of 

Cape Town’s Computational Biology Unit (CBIO) and Molecular and Cell Biology 

(MCB) Department’s; the John Innes Centre (JIC) in the United Kingdom; the Centre for 

International Agronomic Research Development (CIRAD) in France, and the Scottish 

Crop Research Institute (SCRI) in Scotland. A total of 58 of the 286 unpublished full 

genome MSV-A samples came from Anjouan (n=1), Ethiopia (n=1), Madagascar (n=53), 

Mauritius (n=1), and Moheli (n=2), whereas most of the new sequences were sampled 

from Kenya (n = 175). Sampled isolate sequences were then divided into nine separate 

MSV datasets (A - H) for analyses, from which different estimates and inferences were 

drawn (Table 2.1). All phylogeographic, evolutionary, and epidemiologic population 

parameter estimates and inferences concluded on in this study were therefore primarily 

based on analyses carried out on datasets containing the more epidemiologically relevant 

MSV-A strain variants.  
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Table 2.0 Sample size and collection date per location for dataset A 

Location  Samples Collection date 

Anjouan  1 2009 

Benin 1 1999 

Burkina Faso 5 2008 

Cameroon 10 1998-2008 

Central African Republic 33 2008 

Chad 2 1987 

Ethiopia 1 2010 

Ghana 53 2010 

Kenya 199 1983-2011 

Lesotho 3 2005 

Madagascar 53 2009-2010 

Mauritius 1 Unknown 

Moheli  2 2009 

Mozambique 38 2006-2007 

Nigeria 37 1983-2011 

Reunion 12 1986-1997 

South Africa 129 1979-2010 

Uganda 68 2005 

Zambia 17 2008 

Zimbabwe 24 1987-2010 
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Table 2.1 Datasets analyzed in the study 

Dataset Description Sequences Analyses 

A Full Genome non-recombination free MSV-A 

(Appendix 21 - Table 3.8) 

689 Genetic Diversity 

B1 

B2 

Full Genome MSV sample subtypes A to K 

Full Genome inter-strain recombination free MSV-A 

871 

689 

Inter-strain recombination 

Intra-strain recombination 

C Full Genome inter-and intra-strain recombination 

free MSV-A 

689 Nucleotide substitution 

model selection 

D Movement Protein (MP) 13 Positive Selection 

E Coat Protein (CP) 37 Positive Selection 

F Replication Associated Protein (Rep) 63 Positive Selection 

G Replication Associated Protein A (Rep A) 20 Positive Selection 

H Full genome MSV-A samples with country centroid 

latitude and longitude coordinates specified 

668 -Evolutionary model 

selection 

-Discrete Phylogeography  

-Predictor 

 

2.2 Genome Sequencing 

Sequencing of all novel MSV-A full genome samples used in this study was 

accomplished by my research collaborators following the methods proposed by Owor et 

al. (2007) and Shepherd et al. (2008). 

 

2.3 Multiple Sequence Alignment and Editing 

All alignments for the eight datasets (A-H) analyzed in this study were done using 

MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) implemented in MEGA version 6.06 (Tamura et al., 2013), and 

subsequently manually edited using the Improved Alignment Editor (IMPALE: 

http://web.cbio.uct.ac.za/~arjun/). 
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2.4 Genetic Diversity Analyses 

The levels of genetic diversity in the MSV-A dataset A were estimated using both MEGA 

version 6.06 (Tamura et al., 2013) and version 1.2 of the Species Demarcation Tool 

(SDT: Muhire et al., 2014; http://www.web.cbio.uct.ac.za/SDT). 

 

2.5 Genome-wide Recombination Analyses Using RDP4 
 

To account for inter-and-intra strain recombination, I used the recombination detection 

program (RDP4: Martin et al., 2015) with default setting and methods implemented in 

the program (RDP, GENECONV, Bootscan, Maxchi, Chimaera, SiScan, PhylPro, LARD 

and 3Seq), to analyze dataset B1 first, then B2, producing a mostly inter-and-intra strain 

recombination free dataset C from which I created dataset H used in the discrete 

phylogeographic analyses. Only potential recombination events detected by two or more 

of these methods and phylogenetic evidence of recombination were considered as robust 

evidence of recombination. I also used the Bonferroni correction to minimize type I and 

type II errors and the severity of correction was minimized by only searching for 

recombination signals in a single sequence within groups of three sequences sharing > 

99.3% sequence identity in datasets B1 and B2 respectively.  

 

2.6 Nucleotide Substitution Model Selection 

 
I used jModeltest version 2.14 (Darriba et al., 2012) to estimate the best-fit nucleotide 

substitution model for dataset C, from a pool of over 88 substitution models that can be 

evaluated using the program.  
 

2.7 Recombination Analyses of Coding Region Alignments Using GARD 

 
Prior to natural selection analyses, I partitioned dataset A into four MSV-A gene 

encoding region alignment datasets (D, E, F, and G), and used the genetic algorithm for 

recombination detection (GARD: Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2006) implemented on the 
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DATAMONKEY web server (Delport et al., 2010: http://www.datamonkey.org) to detect 

for evidence of recombination in those datasets. This involved the use of an HKY85 

nucleotide substitution model with four rate categories in a beta-gamma distribution to 

search for and identify putative breakpoint recombination delimiting regions that had 

distinct phylogenies for datasets D to G. Two factors motivated my use of the HKY85 

model, the first of which is that the DATAMONKEY web server does not implement the 

GTR+G4+I model estimated earlier on for dataset C using jModeltest and secondly 

because the HKY85 model has recently been estimated as a good fit for a 353 MSV-A 

isolate dataset used in previous phylogeographic analyses by Monjane et al. (2011). 

Potential breakpoints were identified by improvement of the small-sample corrected 

Akaike information criterion (AICc) for phylogenetic trees constructed of individual 

recombinant fragments (Akaike, 1974). Based on the outcome of the GARD analyses, a 

level of statistical support was assigned and expressed as a breakpoint placement score 

(Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2006a, 2006b). The significance of GARD analyses breakpoints 

was assessed using the KH test in the “Hypothesis testing using phylogenies” (HyPhy) 

package (Kishino-Hasegawa, 1989; Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2005, 2005). 

 

2.8 Natural Selection Analyses 

 
Synonymous substitution rates at codon positions within MSV-A coding region datasets 

(D, E, F, G) were estimated using the “Partitioning approach for robust inference of 

selection” (PARRIS: Scheffler et al., 2006) and the fast-unbiased Bayes approximation 

(FUBAR: Murrell et al., 2013) maximum likelihood phylogenetic-based selection 

characterization methods both implemented on the DATAMONKEY web server 

(http://www.datamonkey.org: Delport et al., 2010). The PARRIS method accounts for 

site-to-site variation in synonymous substitution rate for each partition, which can occur 

as an artifact of recombination thereby reducing false positives (Scheffler et al., 2006), 

whereas FUBAR utilizes a hierarchical Bayes approach that allows a flexible prior 

specification with no parametric constraints on the prior shape (Murrell et al., 2013). 

Selection analyses results were considered significant at the 95% level (p<0.05). 

Thereafter, codon positions detected as evolving neutrally, or under either the influence 
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of positive (diversifying) or negative (purifying) selection were identified using version 

1.0 of the program Selection Map (Muhire et al., 2014), which also takes a comma 

separated (csv) output file from FUBAR analyses as input and generates a coding region 

map plot of the selection pressure and its strength at all individual codon positions for 

each gene encoding region dataset (Muhire et al., 2014). 

 

2.9 Bayesian Evolutionary Analyses  

2.9.1Evolutionary Model Selection  

 
Identification of the most appropriate molecular clock and demographic models for the 

data is crucial for making accurate divergence time and demographic change inferences 

from viral phylogenies (Ho and Duchene, 2014). To do this, I first calculated the 

harmonic mean estimate of the marginal likelihood (HME: Newton and Raftery, 2007) in 

TRACER (Rambaut et al., 2009), first for the strict and relaxed (uncorrelated) molecular 

clock models, and secondly for the demographic models [simple parametric (constant 

size: Kingman, 1982a; exponential growth: Griffith and Tavares, 1994) and complex 

non-parametric (Bayesian Skyride and Bayesian Skygrid: Gill et al., 2013). Whereas, the 

strict molecular clock assumes a uniform nucleotide substitution rate across the branches 

of the phylogeny, the relaxed molecular clocks, allow each branch to have it own rate in 

the phylogeny (Drummond et al., 2006). I used the HME approach only because the 

alternative and more accurate Path-Sampling (PS: Ogata, 1989; Gelman and Meng, 1998; 

Lartillot and Philippe, 2006) and Stepping Stone (SS) methods (Xie et al., 2011), proved 

very computationally intensive and therefore time-consuming, such that by the time of 

submitting this thesis, these analyses were still incomplete.  

 

2.9.2 Phylogeographic Analyses 

 

Discrete models of spatio-temporal diffusion are more appropriate for estimating viral 

movements over very long distances because they do not assume that the diffusion 

process follows either a restrictive homogeneous Brownian motion, and/or any of the 
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relaxed random walk distributions (Cauchy, Gamma, or Lognormal) (Lemey et al., 2009, 

2010). Discrete phylogeography models also yield a Bayes factor (BF) statistical support 

for the best-supported epidemiological linkages between sampling locations (Lemey et 

al., 2009). I used these models on a recombination-free 668 MSV-A full genome sample 

dataset (H), to attain estimates of the nucleotide substitution rate, the location where and 

time when the most recent common ancestor of the MSV-A population may have existed. 

Dataset H was created by excluding 21 MSV-A samples from dataset A that either did 

not contain collection dates, country of sampling origin and/or caused misalignment of 

the dataset. One such example is the single Mauritian sample sequence, whose exclusion 

from dataset A, resulted in my phylogeographic analyses focusing exclusively on 19 

instead of 20 MSV-A sampling locations.  

 

A minimum of five and a maximum of twelve replicate BEAST runs were set up where 

each had a Markov chain length ranging between 1.0 × 108 and 9.0 × 108 steps.  

 

To ensure ample mixing of the Markov chain and parameter sampling before MCMC 

chains converged on a stationery posterior distribution of trees, I ran all analyses up to a 

point when all effective sample sizes (ESS) of all relevant model parameters were above 

200, which is recommended for analyses results intended for publication (Drummond and 

Rambaut, 2007). I then used version 1.8.1 of Log-Combiner, a BEAST embedded 

package, to combine BEAST log and tree output files when similar results from 

independent replicate runs of the Markov chain were obtained for dataset H. Thereafter, I 

analyzed the resulting BEAST log traces using TRACER version 1.6 

(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/; Rambaut et al., 2009), and proceeded to 

annotate the Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) tree using version 1.8.1 of Tree 

Annotator. The MCC tree is the tree with the highest accumulated posterior support in the 

posterior distribution of trees produced using the phylogeographic methods implemented 

in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007). I then used FigTree version 1.4.2 to view 

the annotated MCC tree and the evolutionary relationship amongst publicly available and 

novel MSV-A samples (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/; Rambaut et al., 2009). 
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Using version 1.06 of the “Spatial phylogeographic reconstruction of evolutionary 

dynamics: SPREAD” software (http://www.phylogeography.org/SPREAD), and the 

BEAST log, MCC tree and sampling location geographical coordinate files as input, I 

calculated Bayes factors (BF) for statistically supported inferred MSV-A movement 

pathways and epidemiological linkages. I considered evidence of MSV-A viral 

movements between different locations yielding a BF of <5 as not well supported; a BF 

of >5 to reflect substantial support, and I took BFs of >10 and >100 to indicate strong and 

decisive statistical support respectively (Kass and Raftery, 1995; Suchard et al., 2001). 

Using SPREAD, I proceeded to create a karyotype markup language (KML) file from the 

MCC tree file for dataset H and then projected this file through time onto Google Earth 

(https://earth.google.com/) to visualize the phylogeographic spread of MSV-A among 

discrete geographical locations by displaying all the transition rates with a non-zero 

expectancy resulting in statistically significant BFs (only those larger than five). The 

directionality of Bayes factor  (BF) supported transmission movements for established 

epidemiological linkages was inferred using the Bayesian stochastic search variable 

selection (BSSVS) approach under an asymmetric diffusion model (Lemey et al., 2009).  

 

2.9.3 Accounting for unevenness in sample sizes and sampling times 

 
Unevenness in sample sizes and in sampling times can bias first, the inference of the 

origin of the most recent common ancestor (MRCA), and secondly estimates of the rate 

at which nucleotide substitutions are occurring in reconstructed viral phylogenies. To 

account for bias arising from unevenness in sample sizes in space, a tip-swap null model 

was used as described in Frost et al. (2015) and Stack et al. (2010), and to account for 

unevenness in sampling times, I estimated the correlation between sampling times and 

the genetic distance amongst samples in dataset H using version 1.4 of Path-O-Gen 

(Rambaut et al., 2009), and used this as a proxy of the strength of the temporal signal in 

the data. I interpreted a strong positive correlation between sampling times and the 

genetic distance amongst samples, as reflective of strong temporal signal within dataset H 

and therefore a lower chance of nucleotide substitution rate estimates obtained using 
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BEAST in the discrete phylogeographic analyses being biased by unevenness in sampling 

times (Rambaut, et al., 2009; Duchene et al., 2014).  

 

2.9.4 Source-sink dynamics and determinants of MSV-A dispersal   

 

Using the generalized linear model (GLM) implemented in BEAST, I investigated a total 

of 27 (Appendix 6 and 7) different predictor variables possibly contributing to MSV-A 

dispersal across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands. These were respectively 

classified into ecological, genetic, climatic, economic, sociopolitical, and physical factors 

for easier collective interpretation. The GLM quantifies the contribution or effect size of 

potential predictor variables by estimating the GLM coefficient and the frequency at 

which each predictor is included in the model based on an inclusion probability, which 

represents the support for the predictor (Lemey et al., 2014). To estimate the latter, I first 

calculated Markov jumps for the locations under consideration and included this 

information into the GLM BEAST input file, for which I set an MCMC chain length of 

7.0 X 108. While replicate runs of this input file were run, no output log files were 

combined using Log-Combiner. I inspected the GLM log file statistics using TRACER 

(Rambaut et al., 2009) from which I calculated the BF support for the different individual 

predictive variables (Kass and Raftery, 1995), and extrapolated the net Markov jumps 

(expected number of transitions) and Markov rewards (waiting times in a particular 

location) computed using the continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) with the GLM in 

BEAST (Faria et al., 2011; Lemey et al., 2014). This allowed for inference of the most 

important determinants to the spread of MSV-A, as well as locations contributing the 

most to the persistence and dispersal of MSV-A across Africa and the adjacent Indian 

Ocean Islands. A flow chart schematic representation of the methods and analyses used in 

the study are shown in Figure 2.0 below. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

The 20 MSV-A Sampling location country codes: 
 

AN, BJ, BF, CM, CF, ET, GH, KE, LS, MD, MH, MU, MZ, NG, RE, TD, UG, ZA, ZM and ZW 
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Multiple Sequence Alignment (MEGA) and Manual Editing (IMPALE) 

Genetic Diversity Analyses of dataset A using MEGA and SDT 

RDP4-based Recombination Analyses of datasets B1 and B2 

D E F G 

Partitioning of Dataset A and Analyses of Recombination using GARD  

Natural Selection Analyses using PARRIS and FUBAR 

Datasets 
 

A B1 

Inter-and-Intra strain Recombination-free dataset C  

Nucleotide Substitution Model Selection using jModeltest 

Phylogeographic Analyses of dataset H using BEAST 

GLM-based Source-Sink Dynamics  
& 

Predictor Variable Analyses using dataset H in BEAST  

Mapping selection pressure at codon positions using Selection Map 

A 

Evolutionary Model Selection using BEAST 

Figure 2.0 A flow chart schematic representation of the datasets and data analyses methods used in the study. 
AN = Anjouan; BF = Burkina Faso; BJ = Benin; CF = Central African Republic; CM = Cameroon;  ET = 
Ethiopia; GH = Ghana; KE = Kenya; LS = Lesotho; MD = Madagascar; MH = Moheli; MU = Mauritius; MZ 
= Mozambique; NG = Nigeria; TD = Chad; UG = Uganda; ZA = South Africa; ZM = Zambia; and ZW = 
Zimbabwe. 
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1 Genetic Diversity Analyses 

 

An overall mean pairwise genetic distance of 0.017 and ≥ 98% nucleotide sequence 

identity were estimated for the 689 MSV-A dataset A using MEGA version 6.06 

(Tamura et al., 2013) and SDT (Muhire et al., 2014) respectively. These estimates 

show that isolates used in the study were very closely related and, in accordance with 

the mastrevirus strain demarcation threshold suggested by Muhire et al. (2014) 

(indicating that all isolates sharing greater than 94% nucleotide sequence identity 

should be considered members of the same strain), all of the analyzed MSV isolates 

belong to the strain, MSV-A.  

 

3.2 Genome-wide recombination and distribution of breakpoints  
 

Using methods implemented in RDP4 (Martin et al., 2015), I first identified 33 well-

supported inter-strain recombination events (Appendix 9 - Table 3.1a) and removed 

the respective recombination-derived sequence fragments from dataset B1 which 

resulted in creation of an intermediate "inter-strain recombinant free" MSV-A dataset 

(B2) containing 689 isolates. Further RDP4 based recombination analyses of dataset 

B2 led to the detection of 34 well-supported intra-strain recombination events 

(Appendix 10 - Table 3.1b), and the creation of the mostly inter-and-intra-strain 

recombination-free dataset C, which I used to make dataset H that was analysed in 

BEAST by the discrete phylogeographic, and subsequent predictor and source-sink 

dynamics analyses. While 19 of the intra-strain recombination events (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 

14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 31, 33) detected in this study have been 

described in previous MSV-A related studies (Owor et al., 2007; Varsani et al., 2008; 

Monjane et al., 2011), all of the inter-strain plus 15 of the of the 34 intra-strain 

recombination events (5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 18, 21, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, and 34) were 

detected here for the first time. Characterization of the distribution of viruses carrying 

intra-strain recombination events (Figure 3.1) revealed that, while those carrying 
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events 20, 25 and 33, are widely distributed in East Africa, those carrying events 16, 

21 and 23, occur more frequently in West and Central Africa. However, the viruses 

carrying most of the events (1, 4, 8, 10, 14, 17, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, and 29) are 

more spread out across East, West, Central and Southern Africa and the adjacent 

Islands in the Indian Ocean. 

 

Using the highest posterior density intervals (HPD - with a lower and upper bound 

representing the interval containing 95% of the sampled values) on the height of the 

nine nodes marked by black dots in the MSV-A reconstructed phylogeny (Figure 3.1), 

and evidence of recombination based on RDP4 analyses (Table 3.1b), I estimated 

dates on which intra-strain recombination events 1, 4, 8, 10, 14, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 

28 and 29, may have occurred and summarized these in Table 3.1c below. 
 

Table 3.1c Dates on which intra-strain MSV-A recombination events most likely occurred    

Events MSV-A subtype strain Estimated date of occurrence 

'1, '4 and '10 A4 (95% HPD 1972 - 1983) 

'8 A1 (95% HPD 1987 - 2004) 

'14, '20 and '22 A1  (95% HPD 1974 - 1985) 

'17 and '29 A1 (95% HPD 1991 - 2001) 

'19 and '28 A1, A2, A3 and A6 (95% HPD 1942 - 1976) 

'16 A1 (95% HPD 2002 - 2006) 

'21 A1 (95% HPD 1989 - 1997) 

'23 A1 (95% HPD 1989 - 1997) 

'26 A4 (95% HPD 1959 - 1971) 

 
As shown in Table 3.1c, most of the intra-strain MSV-A recombination events 

detected here with RDP4 have occurred within the last six decades. The oldest and 

most conserved (with respect to persistence time in the genome and frequency of 

occurrence within sampled isolates) recombinant sequence fragments belonged to 

events 19, 26 and 28 whereas, the most recent to events 8, 16, 17, 21, 23, and 29. 

Only four of the 15 unique intra-strain recombination events (8, 21, 26, and 28) 

appear to be well conserved in the MSV-A genome. It is also clear that West and 

Central African MSV-A samples detected with evidence of event 21, also share 

evidence of events 16 and 23. Although unlikely, highly conserved recombinant 

fragments detected in the intra-strain recombination analyses have perhaps played a 
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significant role in MSD epidemiology and the well-structured geographical 

distribution pattern of MSV-A variants across Africa and Islands in the Indian Ocean.        
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3.3 The best-fit Nucleotide Substitution Model   
 

Using version 2.14 of jModeltest (Darriba et al., 2012), I identified the best-fit DNA 

nucleotide substitution model for the MSV-A dataset H as the Generalized Time 

Reversible parameter model with four gamma rate categories and a proportion of 

invariant sites (GTR+G4+I), which is consistent with previous studies (Monjane et 

al., 2011). 

  

3.4 Recombination breakpoints within coding sequence alignments 
 

Recombination analyses of the coding sequence alignments was performed using the 

GARD method implemented on the DATAMONKEY web server (Delport et al., 

2010). This analysis revealed no evidence of recombination in datasets G (RepA) and 

D (MP). However, one breakpoint was detected in dataset E (Rep) at position 372 and 

another two breakpoints were also detected in dataset F (CP) at positions 174 and 434. 

The detection of evidence of recombination in the Rep and CP coding regions 

reflected topological incongruence according to the KH test report (P = 0.01, P = 

0.05, and P = 0.1) but not significant enough to invalidate phylogeographic inferences 

because while GARD used just one method to converge on this result, RDP4 based 

analyses invoked a total of nine different well-supported methods to estimate the 

presence, characterization and distribution of recombination events, breakpoint 

positions, possible recombinants, minor and major parental sequences. Furthermore, 

given that datasets D, E, F, and G were created from dataset A which had 

recombinant sequences because it had not been subjected to the more robust RDP4 

based recombination analyses, it is not surprising that evidence of recombination was 

detected in datasets E and F. Dataset A was only used to create datasets D to G so as 

to conform with the DATAMONKEY web server data submission requirements for 

detecting recombination using GARD and subsequent estimation of the force of 

selection acting on codon positions in molecular sequences. Amongst these 

requirements is a recombination-free input multiple sequence alignment dataset 

containing ≤ 300 samples for each coding region dataset. 
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3.5 Natural Selection Analyses and Mapping of Selection Pressure 
 

3.5.1 Evaluating Evidence of Positive Selection Pressure  

One way of determining the role that population process such as natural selection 

have in shaping the MSV-A population across time and space is by estimating the 

strength of selection pressure acting upon different codon positions within coding 

regions. This is because selection pressure acting at codon positions or nucleotide 

sites within specific codons, may promote increased translational efficiency and 

accuracy, codon usage bias in species with larger effective population sizes 

(Ingvarsson, 2008) and/or modify translational kinetics to produce correct protein 

folding (Yang and Nielsen, 2008). To estimate synonymous nucleotide substitution 

rates (substitutions not resulting in amino acid change) within each of the four MSV-

A coding region datasets (D, E, F and G) at the least functionally constrained third 

codon positions (Bofkin and Goldman, 2007), I used the maximum likelihood 

phylogenetic-based selection characterization methods of PARRIS (Scheffler et al., 

2006) and FUBAR (Murrell et al., 2013), that are available for implementation on the 

DATAMONKEY web server (Delport et al., 2010). These analyses did not reveal any 

evidence of positive selection for datasets D (MP) and G (Rep A), however 

statistically significant evidence for strong positive selection (at the 95% level; 

p<0.05) was detected in dataset F (Rep) by both PARRIS (P = 0.000263857; Table 

3.2) and FUBAR methods at seven codon positions (147, 166, 195, 203,244, 260, and 

267: at the 90% level; p<0.9).   

 
Table 3.2 PARRIS-based Evidence of Strong Positive Selection Pressure 
 
Dataset P-value Substitutions per site LRT Codons 

D (MP) 0.999908 0.102525 0.000183075 101 

E (CP) 0.137675 0.184714 3.96572 244 

F (Rep) 0.000263857 0.407206 16.4802 272 

G (RepA) 0.99881 0.184714 0.155185 153 
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Of the two methods used to estimate synonymous nucleotide substitution rates, only 

FUBAR detected significant evidence (at the 90% level; p>=0.9) of positive selection 

within dataset E (CP) at two codon positions (12 and 19). Maps (Appendix 13 to 16 - 

Figures 3.3a-d) showing the strength of the selection pressure acting at codon 

positions within datasets D, E, F and G were respectively generated using version 1.0 

of the program Selection Map (Muhire et al., 2014; http://et 

al.cbio.uct.ac.za/~brejnev/ComputationalTools.html), for positions detected as 

evolving neutrally, or under the influence of either negative or positive selection. 

 

3.5.2 Determinants of Positive Selection in MSV-A Coding Regions 

3.5.2.1 The MSV-A Replication associated transcript (Rep) 

The Rep transcript is a splice product of the C1 and C2 open reading frames (ORFs) 

(Pratt and Gordon, 2006; Preiss and Jeske, 2003). It initiates viral replication through 

a rolling circle mechanism that entails cleavage of the positive (virion sense) strand 

within the conserved nonanucleotide sequence (Appendix 1-Figure 1.1) and binding 

covalently to the 5’ and 3’ ends following one round of replication leading to 

generation of ssDNA MSV-A genomes (Pratt and Gordon, 2006; Preiss and Jeske, 

2003).  

 

In geminiviruses such as MSV-A, the Rep transcript consists of five known motifs 

that have been comprehensively described (Willment et al., 1999; Nash et al., 2011). 

These motifs are arranged in the MSV-A Rep transcript in the following sequence: I-

II-III-Rb-IV (Willment et al., 1999). Rb is the geminivirus retinoblastoma protein 

binding motif (Willment et al., 1999). Motifs I, II, III, and IV are involved in rolling 

circle replication (RCR). Motif I is five amino acids residues long (FLTYP); motif II 

has six residues (HLHALL); motif III is four amino acids residues long (YI/TLK); the 

Rb motif (PSSPDLLCNESINDW) is 15 amino acid residues long and lastly, motif IV 

site A (SLYIVGPTRTGKSTWARSLGV) has 21 residues while site B of motif IV 

(IYNIVDDIPEKE) is 12 residues long (Illya and Koonin, 1992; Laufs et al., 1995a; 

Willment, 1999; Nash et al., 2011). Motifs I, II, III, Rb, and IV are known to occupy 

codon positions 18 through to 272 in the MSV-A Rep transcript. Specifically, motif I, 

whose function is unknown, spans from codons 18 to 22, and is more commonly 
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referred to as RC1. Motif II, which is involved in binding Mn2+ or Mg2+ metal cations 

and may consequently influence protein conformation and/or catalysis (Laufs et al., 

1995a), starts from position 60 up to 65, and is often called RC2. Motif III, is required 

for phosphodiester bond cleavage for initiation of RCR (Orozco et al., 1998), linkage 

at the virion sense origin of replication (Laufs et al., 1995b), and in Rep-Rep, RepA-

RepA and RepA-Rep interactions (Settlage et al., 1996; Hovarth et al., 1998). It lies 

in-between codons 100 and 103 respectively. A reference of these three motifs is 

publicly available and linked to the UniprotKB identifier, P03568. The Rb motif 

spans from codon positions 193 up to 207 in Rep transcript, and incidentally houses 

codon positions 195 and 203 (two serine (S) amino acid residues marked in red 

above), detected here as evolving under strong positive selection using PARRIS and 

FUBAR, indicating their role in inhibition of the plant cell cycle and transition from 

the G1 to S phases, in the plant retinoblastoma regulated pathway (RBR) (Xie et al., 

1995; Willment et al., 1999; Gutierrez, 2000). Motif IV site A spans from codon 

positions 224 up to 244 and site B spans from positions 262 up to 273. Only one of 

the seven codon positions within site B of motif IV (position 267: coding for Aspartic 

acid (D) marked in red above) detected here using PARRIS and FUBAR as evolving 

under the influence of strong positive selection lie in this region of the Rep transcript. 

It is possible that these two codons may actively participate in the MSV-A rolling 

circle replication process.  

 

Motif IV is a known NTP binding motif, having the characteristic P-Ioops found in 

proteins with kinase and DNA helicase activity (Hanson et al., 1995; Gorbalenya and 

Koonin, 1989), and it is essential for continuance of the replication cycle in vivo 

(Desbiez et al., 1995; Hanson et al., 1995; Heyraud-Nitschke et al., 1995; Thommes 

et al., 1993). It also probably induces virion sense gene transcription (Hofer et al., 

1992) and/or host genes during an infection (Palmer and Rybicki, 1998). Therefore, 

nucleotide substitutions in either of these codon positions as a result of recombination 

are likely to significantly influence the rate at which the virus replicates in vivo, and 

also the quantity of viral titer available for acquisition and dispersal by Cicadulina 

leafhoppers in the physical environment. Therefore strong positive selection in the 

highlighted Rep motifs probably confers a selective advantage to MSV-A variants 

that influences their persistence in different hosts and current geographical 

distribution across Africa and adjacent Indian Ocean Islands.  
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3.5.2.2 The MSV-A Coat Protein transcript 

 

The MSV-A coat protein (CP) is a multi-functional component of the ssDNA 

geminivirus genome (Zhang et al., 2001). Its functional roles include viral 

encapsidation (Mullinueaux et al., 1988; Townsend et al., 1985); intra- and inter-plant 

virus transmission (Boulton et al., 1989; Lazarowitz et al., 1989; Liu et al., 1999; 

Woolston et al., 1989); determination of vector specificity (Briddon et al., 1990); 

protection of viral ssDNA during transmission by leafhopper vectors (Azzam et al., 

1994) and/or mechanical inoculation (Frischmuth and Stanley, 1998). While it has 

been reported that DNA nucleotide sequences required for vector transmission of the 

virus are often located in the central part of the CP in MSV and other geminiviruses 

(Liu et al., 2001; Unseld et al., 2001), codon positions 12 and 19 which are conserved 

for amino acids Serine (S) and Threonine (T) (marked in red within motif I below), 

and which were detected here as evolving under the influence of strong positive 

selection using FUBAR, are in fact not centrally positioned within the CP transcript 

of MSV-A. Codons 12 and 19 are in fact components of the 24 amino acid long CP 

motif I (MSTSKRKRGDDSNWSKRVTKKKPS), a bipartite nuclear localization 

sequence that interacts with the movement protein and binds both single and double 

stranded DNA (Liu et al., 1997). The following publicly available UniprotKB 

identifiers: P06448, P03569, and P14986, are for motif I in the CP of MSV-N, MSV-

K, and MSV-S respectively. Because both codons lie in motif I, they significantly 

influence the yield of viral ssDNA inside infected host tissues, and therefore 

nucleotide substitutions within this region of the transcript  (motif I) through 

processes such as recombination, which will either have an additive or reductive 

effect on the severity of MSD, vector-specificity, MP-CP interactions, viral 

transmission rates, and vector and host range, depending on the geographical location 

where recombination occurs.  Still, the possibility of the CP playing a significant role 

in the control of vector transmission of MSV-A exists, since the CP s the initial point 

of contact between the virus and the vector. Unlike in geminiviruses such as Mung 

bean yellow mosaic India virus (MBYMIV), where the CP transcript participates in 

rolling circle replication  (RCR: Saunders et al., 1991) by down-regulating the 

replication initiation activity (nicking and closing function) of the Rep transcript 
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(Malik et al., 2005), my analyses did not identify motifs controlling such activity in 

the MSV-A CP.  

 

3.6 Bayesian Evolutionary Analyses 

3.6. 1 Evolutionary Model Selection  
 

Using the posterior-sampling harmonic mean estimate (HME: Newton and Raftery, 

2007) method for calculating the marginal likelihood, I identified the relaxed 

uncorrelated lognormal molecular clock, constant population size model (Tables 3.3a 

and 3.3b) as the best-fit model for analyzing the evolutionary dynamics of MSV-A 

dataset H. Evolutionary model selection based on the path sampling (PS: Ogata, 1989; 

Gelman and Meng, 1998; Lartillot and Philippe, 2006) and stepping stone methods 

(SS: Xie et al., 2011), that generate better estimates of the marginal likelihood, was 

computationally intensive to a point where results for those analyses could not be 

presented here in time for submission of this thesis, but instead will be ready in time 

for publication.  
 

Table 3.3a HME log Bayes factor based Molecular clock model selection 

Model Marginal 

LnL 

Standard Error 

(S.E) 

Relaxed uncorrelated 

lognormal 

Strict 

*Relaxed 

uncorrelated 

lognormal 

-37294.033 +/- 0.053 - 928.191 

Strict -38222.224 +/- 0.084 -928.191 - 

*best model - Relaxed Uncorrelated Molecular Clock (RC) 

 

Table 3.3b HME log Bayes factor based Demographic model selection 

Model Marginal 

LnL 

Standard 

Error (S.E) 

BSkygrid Expgrowth GMRF-

Skyride 

ConPopSize 

BSkygrid -37560.547 
 

+/- 0.053 
 

- -226.28 
 

215.769 
 

-266.514 
 

Expgrowth -37334.267 

 

+/- 0.195 

 

226.28 

 

- 

 

 

442.049 

 

-40.234 

 

GMRF-

Skyride 

-37776.317 

 

+/- 3.429 

 

-215.769 

 

-442.049 

 

- -482.284 
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*ConPopSize -37294.033 

 

+/- 0.06 

 

266.514 40.234 

 

482.284 - 

* best model - Constant Population Size (ConPopSize) 

 

3.6.2 Phylogeographic Analyses 
 

3.6.2.1 Maize streak virus nucleotide substitution rate estimation 

 
In addition to identifying positively and negatively selected codon positions within 

the MSV-A full genome, estimating the rate at which nucleotides in coding and non-

coding genomic regions are substituted can inform on how quickly individuals within 

populations are changing, or are likely to change, in response to shifts in selection 

pressure. To estimate the MSV-A nucleotide substitution rate for dataset H, I first 

accounted for unevenness in sampling times by estimating the correlation between the 

sampling times and the genetic distance amongst samples using Path-O-Gen version 

1.4 (Rambaut et al., 2009), and found evidence of a very strong positive correlation 

(Appendix 23), which I used as a proxy for high temporal structure in the dataset, 

meaning Bayesian estimation of the nucleotide substitution rate was unlikely to be 

influenced by any unevenness in sampling times. In view of this, the estimated mean 

nucleotide substitution rate for dataset H obtained was 9.922 × 10-4 (95% HPD 8.54 × 

10-4 to 1.1317 × 10-3) substitutions per site per year, which is much higher than the 

estimates obtained from short term (<60 days: Shepherd et al., 2005, 2006; Walt et 

al., 2009) and long-term (between 1 - 6 years: Isnard et al., 1998; Harkins et al., 

2009; van der Walt et al., 2008b) experiments which lie in the range of 2 × 10-4 up to 

7 × 10-4 substitutions per site per year. As previously reported (Harkins et al., 2009; 

Duffy and Holmes, 2009; Lefeuvre et al., 2011), it appears that high nucleotide 

substitution rates may be conserved in geminiviruses such as MSV and the East 

African cassava mosaic viruses, which explains why my estimate of the time to the 

most recent common ancestor (tMRCA), as seen later on, is more recent and does not 

correspond precisely with the initial report of the first MSD outbreak in South Africa 

around the 1870s (Fuller, 1901).  
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3.6.2.2 Geographical dissemination and origin of MSV-A 

Using the Bayesian reconstructed maximum clade credibility (MCC) tree (Figure 

3.2a), my analysis shows that while MSV-A isolates used in this study displayed a 

high degree of geographical clustering, the geographical ranges of the different 

subtypes (MSV-A1 to -A4, and -A6) remain identical to those reported previously 

(Martin et al., 2001; Peterschmitt et al., 1996; Monjane et al., 2011; Varsani et al., 

2008), but all of the novel sequences sampled from Anjouan, Ethiopia, Madagascar, 

Moheli, and Kenya, were of the -A1 subtype. Whereas the -A1 subtype strain isolates 

had a continent-wide distribution, isolates belonging to the -A2, -A3, -A4, and -A6 

subtype strains existed only in West Africa, East Africa, and Southern Africa, and the 

island of Reunion, respectively. Furthermore, the -A1, -A2, -A3, and -A6 isolates 

nested under the same clade in the reconstructed MCC tree (Figure 3.2a), appear to 

have diverged from their most recent common ancestor sometime between 1950 and 

1955. The high (> 0.5) posterior state probability support for the tree branches 

between the split that led to the genesis of the -A3 and the -A6 lineages and the root 

node of the tree, suggests that the -A3 and -A6 subtypes may have diverged from their 

most recent common ancestor sometime between 1960 and 1965.       

Using the discrete phylogeographic analyses with and without the tip-swap null model 

(Figure 3.2b), my analysis estimated Zimbabwe (posterior state probability = 0.5192) 

as the most likely location where the most recent common ancestor of the 668 MSV-

A samples in dataset H may have occurred. This estimate is consistent with a previous 

study (Monjane et al., 2011) but with the full genome (FG) dataset that also identified 

Zimbabwe (posterior state probability = 0.298) as the most probable location of the 

MRCA. My analyses revealed significant statistical support for the first emergence of 

MSV-A in Zimbabwe (posterior probability: 0.52), followed by South Africa 

(posterior probability: 0.19), Uganda (posterior probability: 0.09), and Kenya 

(posterior probability: 0.08). All other locations had posterior probabilities less than 

0.02. 
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Furthermore, while this result remains consistent with the most recent estimate 

placing the origin of the MSV-A MRCA within Southern Africa (Monjane et al., 

2011), it also indicates that the inference of the location of the MRCA was mostly 

free from sampling bias which may arise due to uneven sampling sizes amongst 

different locations considered, and that MSV-A population parameter estimates 

obtained were in no way systematically influenced by such bias. In my tip-swap 

analyses (Figure 3.2b: Grey colored bar graph), that location was Kenya. Therefore, 

because Zimbabwe (and not Kenya) was selected as the location of the MRCA with 

the non-tip-swap analyses (Figure 3.2b: Multi-colored bar graph), this demonstrates 

that my analyses of dataset H was free from, and definitely not systematically 

influenced in any way, by sampling bias. Should a sample size bias have existed in 

dataset H, Kenya would have been designated the location of the MRCA in the non-

tip-swap analyses.  

 

 

Figure 3.2b The most probable location of the most recent common ancestor of the MSV-A strain as 

determined using the discrete phylogeographic model with and without the tip-swap null model for 

dataset H. Grey color coded bar graph = location state probabilities under a tip-swap null model and 

Multi-color coded bar graph = location state probabilities without tip randomization. Sampling 

locations (states) are represented on the horizontal axis through a two-letter country code (e.g. ZW, 

Zimbabwe; ZA, South Africa).  
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The estimate of the time to the most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) obtained 

under the combined relaxed uncorrelated lognormal molecular clock and constant 

population size model was 73 years (95% HPD 54.9 -107.5). Translated into calendar 

years, this is equivalent to a date of 1938 (95% HPD 1904 - 1956), and is consistent 

with previous estimates (Monjane et al., 2011), which yielded a tMRCA of 1933 

(95% HPD, 1867 to 1950) with a partial genome combined movement protein plus 

coat protein (MPCP) dataset but inconsistent with a tMRCA of 1863 (95% HPD, 

1809 to 1935) inferred from the full genome (FG) dataset (Monjane et al., 2011).  

 

 
3.6.3 Identifying the major MSV-A migration pathways 
  

 

Since the emergence of the MSV-A subtype strain within southern Africa during the 

mid-1800s, several potentially complex patterns of MSV-A movement throughout the 

continent have been inferred (Monjane et al., 2011). Using the discrete 

phylogeographic model, analyses of dataset H identified a total of 34 MSV-A 

migration pathways, including 19 that were well supported (i.e. with a BF of  > 5) 

(Figure 3.4a and 3.4b; Table 3.4 - Appendix 15). Incidentally, 15 of these 34 

movements were concordant (Table 3.9 - Appendix 22) to those reported in previous 

analyses (Monjane et al., 2011) using both the full genome (FG) and combined 

movement and coat protein (MPCP) datasets. In the latter, Monjane et al. (2011) 

identified a collective total of 32 well supported movement pathways using both the 

discrete and continuous phylogeographic models, where eight of those were 

concordant between the FG and MPCP datasets. In this study, the discrete model also 

inferred a total of 19 Bayes factor supported epidemiological linkages for movements 

between locations paired with Uganda, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, South Africa, Ghana, 

Kenya, Mozambique and Madagascar, Zambia and the Central African Republic 

(Appendix 15), suggesting that these location pairings were influential in both the 

MSV-A dispersal process as well as the frequency of occurrence of MSD outbreaks 

across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands.  
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Figure 3.4a Maize streak virus A spread across southern Africa and into west, east, and central Africa as well as 

the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands through 34 migration events, 19 of which are Bayes factor (BF) supported 

between 1938 and 2011 as inferred using the discrete phylogeography model.   
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3.6.3.1 Movements from emergence up to 1990 
 
 

In addition to inferring the emergence of MSV-A in Zimbabwe around 1938 (95% 

HPD 1904 - 1956), the discrete phylogeography model used here also inferred that 

42% (8 events) of the 19 Bayes factor statistically supported MSV-A migration 

events, were intra-regional whereas 58% of them were inter-regional (11 events). Two 

sources of evidence corroborate the inferred emergence of MSV-A in Zimbabwe. 

Firstly, twelve years prior to this event, van der Merwe (1926) had reported the 

existence of the maize jassid Balcutha mbila Naude leafhopper species in the country. 

Storey (1932) later renamed the vector as Cicadulina mbila, which as is known, is 

widely distributed across Africa and the Indian Ocean islands and is also highly 

capable of transmitting MSV (CABI, 1986; Webb, 1987; Mylonas et al., 2014). 

Secondly, in 1936, Hopkins, a senior plant pathologist, documented a suspected streak 

disease of maize in an annual report in December of that year (Hokpins, 1936). This 

was perhaps the first credible report of MSD in Zimbabwe. But, prior to the Hopkins 

report and the inferred emergence of MSV-A in Zimbabwe around 1938, significant 

countrywide maize harvest failures and famine were reported in 1928, 1933, and then 

again in 1942, 1947 and 1960 (Iliffe, 1987), suggesting that MSV-A and leafhoppers 

existed in Zimbabwe; were expanding their geographical dispersal range, and 

significantly impeded maize production. Then as the model shows, MSV-A appears to 

have localized within Zimbabwe, for at least eleven years, only sequentially 

dispersing through five events (Events 1-5: Figure 3.5) that occurred in-between 1938 

and 1990.  

 

The first three of these five events were from Zimbabwe into first, South Africa in 

Southern Africa (first intra-southern Africa movement: 95% HPD 1949 - 1968; BF = 

14938), secondly into Nigeria in West Africa (first southern-to-west Africa 

movement: 95% HPD 1962 - 1982; BF = 7.5), and thirdly into Uganda in East Africa 

(first southern-to-east Africa movement: 95% HPD 1957 - 1974; BF = 4974). 

Dispersal of MSV-A1 into South Africa from Zimbabwe appears to have been 

imminent considering that the two countries shared an international border, and in-

between 1948 to 1953, both enjoyed strong political and economic trade relations, the 

highlight of which was a jointly-operated customs agreement under which most 
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export and import duties on products such as maize were waived (Phimister, 1991). 

The proximity of the locations and the repeated cross-border trade movements 

definitely increased the chance of trans-boundary movement of MSV-infested vector 

species and/or plant material. It is however unclear as to why the timing of this 

inferred movement is not concordant with what is accepted as the first credible MSD 

outbreak reported in the KwaZulu-Natal Province of South Africa around the 1870s 

by Fuller (Fuller, 1901). The fourth and fifth events in this period included the first 

west-to-central African MSV-A2 movement from Nigeria into Chad (HPD 1962 - 

1987; BF = 6.5) and the only intra-east African movement from Kenya into Uganda 

(95% HPD 1979 - 1984; BF = 74723).  

 
There are several factors that probably contributed to the spread of MSV-A1 into and 

around Nigeria, and thereafter, its spill-over into west and central Africa as seen later 

on. For example, following its seeding with the -A1 variant from Zimbabwe, Nigeria 

endured several severe MSD outbreaks  between 1960 and 1990 (Esenam, 1966; 

Fajemisin et al., 1976; Efron et al., 1989). Its area under maize production increased 

from one to 5.4 million hectares in-between 1985 and 1990 (Fakorede et al., 1997; 

Fakorede, 2002), and Dabrowski (1987a) identified Cicadulina species of C. China 

ghaurii and C. China hartmansi (Hemiptera: Cicadellidae) in the country and in 

neighboring Cameroon in 1983 and 1986. Now, although more than 36 agricultural 

research institutes (including the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture 

(IITA), the Kenyan Agricultural Research Institute (KARI), the International Maize 

and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT)) had responded to the threat of MSD by 

collaborating in the development and distribution of MSV resistant maize genotypes 

across west and central Africa (IITA, 1986; Buddenhagen and Bosque-Perez, 1999; 

Hughes and Odu, 2003), by the early 1990s, only 155 of these had been released, and 

at least 50% of Nigerian farmers were yet to adopt them (Manyong et al., 2000). The 

possibility of low yields was the biggest deterrent to adoption of newly  improved 

varieties (Fakorede, 2002; Manyong et al., 2000; . Analyses of socio-political data 

reflects that the spill-over of MSV-A2 from Nigeria into Chad occurred at a time 

when stronger, mutually beneficial bilateral trade ties and an unregulated informal 

border trade sector existed between the two countries, where Chad imported 

foodstuffs, maize included and manufactured goods from Nigeria and exported 
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livestock, dried fish, and chemicals to Nigeria (Omede, 2006). These conditions 

possibly encouraged the spread of MSV susceptible maize genotypes across west and 

central Africa, and also the dispersal of MSV-A and/or leafhopper infested maize 

and/or other plant materials across the region and the continent. 

  

Meanwhile, in east Africa, the inferred introduction of MSV-A1 into Uganda from 

Kenya, coincided with: (i) Uganda importing and cultivating Kenyan hybrids 

susceptible to MSV (Balirwa, 1992); (ii) the first report of virus-like particles 

associated with MSD in Uganda by Sylvester et al. (1973); (iii) a reduction in maize 

production within Uganda caused by famers struggling to manage new and poor 

quality maize seed varieties (Guthrie 1978; Rubaihayo et al., 1985). Across the border 

in Kenya, severe MSD epidemics had occurred in-between 1978 and 1994 (Mwangi, 

1998; Hilbeck and Andow, 2004; Republic of Kenya, 2004), and Howell (1984) had 

identified and described the physical structure and organization of a Kenyan MSV 

isolate, confirming that the MSV-A progenitor from Zimbabwe had already reached 

Kenya by 1980 and  was dispersing further across the continent just as the African 

Economic Community (AEC) grew larger (Adar, 2011). 
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Figure 3.5 Five of the 19 Bayes factor (BF) supported migration pathways through which MSV-A emigrated 

from Zimbabwe into South Africa (1), Nigeria (2), Uganda (3); and from Nigeria into Chad (4) and then from 

Uganda into Kenya (5) between 1938 and 1990. Migration event numbers are enclosed in white circles and in 

brackets. White arrows indicate direction of movement. Light red line = significant BF support,  Dark red line = 

strong BF support, and Black line = decisive BF support. 
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3.6.3.2 Movements from the early 1990s up to the early 2000s 
 
 

Since 1938, MSV-A from Zimbabwe had emigrated from southern to west, west to 

central and within eastern Africa. But in-between the early 1990s and the early 2000s, 

four MSV-A movements (Figure 3.6), all of which have previously been reported 

(Monjane et al., 2011), are inferred here using the discrete phylogeography model to 

have occurred. However, in this period, the dispersal trajectory included movements 

from southern to west Africa (n=1), those localized within southern and west Africa 

(n=2), and those from east headed toward central Africa (n=1). The occurrence of 

four events within this decade (1990-2000) indicates a substantial increase in the 

dispersal rate compared to that inferred between 1938 and 1990.  

 

The first of these four movements was the second southern-to-west Africa 

introduction of MSV-A1 into Burkina Faso from Zimbabwe (95% HPD 1991 - 1994; 

BF = 5.2). Immediately thereafter, Konate and Traore (1992, 1994) identified maize 

as an MSV reservoir and showed that the virus was widely distributed across the 

Sudan-Sahel region, Burkina Faso included. More importantly, by 1994, Burkina 

Faso and most member states of regional trading communities (RTCs) such as the 

West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU) were actively trading in 

maize (Barka, 2012). In addition to South Africa, Nigeria, and Uganda, this 

movement was actually the fourth seeding of a country on mainland Africa with 

MSV-A from Zimbabwe, reflecting Zimbabwe's contribution to the continental 

dispersal of the virus. At least four factors appear to have influenced this multi-

directional continent-wide dispersal of the -A1 strain from Zimbabwe between 1938 

and 1995. These include  (i) the occurrence of leafhoppers plus MSD in Zimbabwe 

(van der Merwe, 1926; Storey, 1932; Hopkins, 1936; Fennah, 1960; Ghauri, 1961, 

1964, and 1971; Caulfield, 1994); (ii) a high maize production rate in Zimbabwe well 

over one million metric tonnes per annum especially between 1985 and 1990 

(Maphosa, 1994); (iii) bulk exports of non-MSV resistant/tolerant maize varieties 

(particularly CG4142 released in 1993 and C6222 in 1994) facilitated by the country's 

Economic Structural Adjustment Programme's (ESAP) export retention scheme, 

which sort to maximize returns from cash crops (such as maize) and ensure a rapid 

and sustained economic growth through policy reforms (Maphosa, 1994; 
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USAID/ZIMBABWE, 1993; Makoni, 2000; Potts, 2010; Unganai, 1994); and (iv) the 

mid-1990s release by Pannar seed company, the Seed Coop in Zimbabwe and the 

Institute of Agronomic and Tropical Research (IRAT) on the Island of Reunion of 

180 MSV resistant maize genotypes across southern Africa and islands in the Indian 

Ocean (Rodier et al.,1995).   

 

Thereafter, the discrete model infers that MSV-A1 continued dispersing, first through 

the second intra-southern Africa movement from South Africa into Mozambique 

(95% HPD 1991 - 1998; BF = 29). Forty-years earlier, de Carvalho (1948) had 

reported the existence of Cicadulina species in Mozambique. After this, Nunes et al. 

(1985) and Denic et al. (2001) went on to report high MSD incidences throughout 

Mozambique's agricultural production regions and the presence of MSV in the 

country was also acknowledged (Thottappilly et al., 1993). MSV-A1 is then inferred 

to have dispersed from Nigeria into Benin (95% HPD 1992 - 1998; BF = 14.6) in 

what appears to be the first intra-west African bound movement. But as early as 1974, 

Conte (1974), had reported the occurrence of MSD in Dahomey, a kingdom located in 

southern Benin. Nine years later in 1983, Zagre (1983), went on to report the 

existence of MSV and the transmission efficiency of the Cicadulina triangula 

leafhopper species in Benin. Meanwhile in east Africa, shortly after confirmation of 

the presence of MSD in Uganda in the 1970s (Sylvester, 1973; Guthrie; 1978), MSV-

A1 is inferred to have emigrated from Uganda into the Central African Republic (95% 

HPD 1992 - 2004; BF = 74723), in the first and only east-to-central Africa movement.  

 

Maize exports from Uganda had just risen in response to the emergence of five new 

seed firms on the Ugandan market, namely East Africa Seeds, Kenya Seeds, Farm 

Inputs Care Centre Limited (FICA), Harvest Farm Seeds, and Nalweyo Seed 

Company Limited (NASECO) (Larson and  Mbowa, 2004). These firms sought to 

outcompete Uganda Seed Project (USP), a government owned company that 

monopolized maize production in Uganda before the 1990s (Larson and Mbowa, 

2004). Therefore USP, was perhaps responsible for the widespread cultivation in 

Uganda, and bulk export across Africa and islands in the Indian Ocean of MSV 

susceptible maize varieties that include White star and Western Queen released in 

1960 and also Kawanda Composite A (KWCA) released in 1971 (Balirwa, 1992; 

Buddenhagen and Bosque-Perez, 1999). It is not surprising that: (i) maize yield losses 
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in Uganda, as high as 80% caused by MSD were reported (Balirwa, 1992), and that 

(ii) the widespread distribution in Uganda of the recombinant variant designated 

MSV-A1 UgIII by Owor et al. (2007), which accounted for more than 60% of the 

MSV infections observed from the 155 locations sampled throughout the country 

between May and June of 2005 was reported. Since then however, several MSV 

resistant maize varieties, such as Longe1, Longe4, and Longe5, are available in 

Uganda, and reports of severe MSD outbreaks have dwindled (Bua et al., 2010). 
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3.6.3.3 Movements from the late 1990s into the 21st century 
 
 

Moving from the late 1990s into the 21st century, ten migration events (Figure3.7: 

twice the number of events inferred between 1938 and 1990 and six more that those 

inferred between the early 1990s and early 2000s) were inferred by the discrete 

phylogeographic model to have occurred. The first of these ten movements was the 

third intra-southern African MSV- A1emigration from South Africa into Lesotho 

(95% HPD 1998 - 2004; BF = 74723). While this study could not find any MSD 

outbreak report within Lesotho since it gained independence in 1965, Lesotho 

experienced several erratic, unpredictable rainfall patterns and cyclic droughts in-

between 1992 and 2002  (Amstader and Eriksen, 1994; Mafura, 2015), creating maize 

deficits that may have increased maize imports from South Africa (Mafura, 2015; 

Amstader and Eriksen, 1994), and possibly dispersal of MSV-infested leafhoppers 

into the country. Bear in mind that, Pannar Seeds Company only released the first 

MSV resistant/tolerant maize varieties in South Africa in 1995 and then again in 1999 

and 2001 (Martin et al., 1999, 2001), meaning, varieties exported prior to that were 

susceptible to MSV, which explains why three MSV sequences were sampled from 

maize in Lesotho in 2005 (Harkins et al., 2009; Monjane et al., 2011).  

 

Next to occur, was the only east-Africa-to-Indian Ocean island MSV-A1 movement 

from Uganda into Madagascar (95% HPD 1997 - 2005; BF = 187) for reasons already 

explained prevailing within Uganda, and because Uganda was actively establishing 

and growing trade partnerships with countries that relied on and consumed white 

maize as a staple, and whose regional climate and/or physical landscape predisposed 

them to recurrent droughts, low maize yields and/or famine (Balirwa, 1992). These 

countries include South Africa, Zimbabwe, Zambia (seen later on) and Madagascar. 

In fact, it was in this era that liberalized trade between member states of the East 

African Community (EAC), Uganda included and the Indian Ocean Commission 

(IOC) expanded (Wangia et al., 2004; Adar, 2011). However, after this, MSV-A1 

emigrated from Nigeria into Cameroon (95% HPD 1995 - 2005; BF = 24902), in the 

second west-to-central Africa movement, a development that coincides with 20-to-50 

% (Caldwell et al., 1997), and at least 90% MSD incidence reports in Cameroon in 

2001 and 2007 (Ngoko et al., 2001; Leke et al., 2009). Now, although relations 
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between Cameroon and Nigeria had long been estranged since 1993 over ownership 

of the Bakassi Peninsular (Omede, 2006), Nigeria was Cameroon's largest import 

origin in Africa (OECD, 2001). Moreover, the existence, distribution and MSV-A 

transmission efficiency of C. China ghaurii and C. China hartmansi leafhopper 

species in both countries had already been reported in 1986 (Dabrowski, 1987a). As 

this analyses shows, this was the third out of the six spill-over events of MSV-A1 

from Nigeria into neighboring countries in central (n=1) and west (n=5) Africa 

between 1960 and 2005. The movement was bound to occur given that Nigeria was 

the fastest developing former British colony in west Africa, it had the largest mobile 

and actively trading population on the continent and it also took greater strides to 

dictate, maintain and profit from political and economic ties with its neighbors 

(Nicholson, 1969; Odeme, 2006). 

 

Thereafter, the discrete model infers that the first and only east-to-southern Africa 

MSV- A1 emigration from Uganda into Zambia occurred (95% HPD 2001 - 2004; BF 

= 4388), followed by the second southern-to-eastern Africa MSV-A1 emigration from 

Mozambique into Uganda (95% HPD 2000 - 2004; BF = 226). As stated earlier, 

MSV-A1 had been introduced twice into Uganda, first from Zimbabwe between 1957 

and 1974, and then again from Kenya between 1979 and 1984. Full liberalization of 

maize trade and marketing in Zambia in 1995 by the Zambian State Board and the 

Food Reserve Agency (Wangia et al., 2004), followed by a 30% fall in production 

caused by the droughts in 2000 and 2001, combined with reports of several MSD 

epidemics (IITA, 1986; Thottappilly et al., 1993; CABI and EPPO, 1997), led to the 

Zambian government issuing Uganda Grain Traders a contract to supply 40 000 

tonnes of poor quality, MSV-susceptible maize varieties (Balirwa, 1992; 

Buddenhagen and Bosque-Perez, 1999; News24, 2001; FEWS, 2001; Masih et al., 

2014). The sampling of MSV-A in 2007 and 2008 by Monjane et al. (2011) in the 

country plus collection of Cicadulina species and demarcation of their transmission 

efficiencies through the Pestnet project spearheaded by the International Center for 

Insect Physiology and Ecology in Zambia, support the claim that the inferred 

movement did indeed occur in the period indicated (ICIPE: Kaitisha, 2003). 

Considering Uganda's aggressive inter-and-intra regional maize trade policy (Balirwa, 

1992); the known occurrence of MSV, MSD epidemics and Cicadulina species in 

Mozambique (de Carvalho, 1948; Thottappilly et al., 1993; Nunes et al., 1985; IITA, 
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1986; Denic et al., 2001; Monjane et al., 2011), the seeding of the -A1 strain into 

Uganda through leafhoppers and/or viral infested plant materials was not surprising.  

 

This sequence of events was immediately followed by the third west-to-central Africa 

bound movement from Nigeria into the Central African Republic (95% HPD 2000 - 

2004; BF = 74723), and by the second and third intra-west African bound MSV-A1 

movements, first from Nigeria into Burkina Faso (95% HPD 2001 - 2005; BF = 697) 

and again from Nigeria into Ghana (95% HPD 2002 - 2005; BF = 74723). These three 

movements were the fourth, fifth, and sixth emigrations of the virus from Nigeria into 

central and west Africa, indicating Nigeria was clearly now a significant dispenser of 

MSV-A1 across Africa between 2000 and 2005. It is estimated that Nigeria's trade 

relations with its regional neighbors were characterized by it offloading cheap goods, 

maize hybrids included, which earned Nigeria between US$1.5 and US$1.9 billion 

annually (OECD, 2001; Ahmed, 2012). The next and last movements inferred in this 

period included the first and only intra-Indian Ocean Island MSV-A1 movement from 

Madagascar into Moheli (95% HPD 2004 - 2008; BF = 23.3) which has not been 

reported before in any other phylogeographic analyses, and the only west-to-east 

Africa bound MSV-A1 movement from Ghana into Kenya (95% HPD 2005 - 2008; 

BF = 1351).  

 

Prior to the introduction of MSV-A1 into Moheli, and the most recent sampling of 53 

isolates of the virus (used here) on the island in 2009 and 2010, the occurrence of 

MSV in Madagascar (Brunt et al., 1990; CABI and EPPO, 1997) and also in the 

islands of the western Indian Ocean (Autrey, 1983), had been reported. As the largest 

and most politically and economically stable of the Indian Ocean islands, Madagascar 

had more resources to cultivate and market its maize produce, but high levels of 

corruption on the island, and within the region (Comoros, 2014), plus the 

establishment of the African Free Trade Zone (AFTZ) and increase in liberalized 

maize trade between the East African Community (EAC), the Southern African 

Development Community (SADC) and the Indian Ocean Committee member states 

spurred the dispersal of the virus across mainland Africa and into islands such Moheli 

(Adar, 2011). Smaller islands such as Moheli and Anjouan that were and are poorly 

developed, do not have research institutes or centers of higher academic education, 

experience irregular rainfall patterns and have limited land to support mass maize 
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production. As such Moheli was and has largely been a net maize importer from 

Madagascar (Comoros, 2014). Figure 3.1 (node marked by a white star), clearly 

shows that the genetic distance between the two MSV-A1 isolates sampled from 

Moheli and those from Madagascar is relatively small, and more significantly, these 

sequences cluster with and share a recent common ancestor with those from southern 

(Lesotho, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe), central (Central Africa Republic) 

and eastern Africa (Kenya and Uganda), probably because they have share evidence 

of four unique intra-strain recombination events (4, 8, 17, and 29).  

 

Back in West Africa, the occurrence of MSD and MSV was reported in Ghana as 

early as 1929 (McKinney, 1929), and again in 1988 (Pinner et al., 1988) and 1997 

(CABI and EPPO, 1997). This was well before the introduction of the -A1 strain from 

Nigeria in-between 2002 and 2005, as mentioned earlier on. From 1990 onwards, the 

release of MSV resistant maize seed was undertaken by more than 36 agricultural 

research institutes across Africa (Buddenhagen and Bosque-Perez, 1999; Hughes and 

Odu, 2003). However, release and adoption of these MSV-resistant hybrids took 

longer than anticipated from Nigeria to other parts of Africa. For example, Obatanpa, 

is an open pollinated variety that is tolerant to MSV and represents 95% of all maize 

grown in Ghana but it was only released in the country in 1992, and between 1999 

and 2006 no improved varieties were released in the country by the International 

Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA), the International Maize and Wheat 

Improvement Center (CIMMYT), the Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research - 

Crop Research Institute (CSIR-CRI Kumasi) and/or CSIR-Savanna Agricultural 

Research Institute (CSIR-SARI Tamale) (IITA, 2013). Twelve new varieties were 

only released later on between 2007 and 2012 (IITA, 2013), but these were mostly 

drought tolerant and not MSV tolerant or resistant, which may explain the dispersal of 

the virus from Ghana into Kenya and more recently, the occurrence an MSD epidemic 

reported in 2010 in Ghana (Oppong et al., 2015). 
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3.7.  MSV-A Source-Sink Dynamics 

3.7.1 Identifying and Characterizing Source and Sink Locations 
 

Locations between which viral pathogens such as MSV-A diffuse, provide conditions 

that will either support persistence or extinction of variants of the pathogen at 

different time points. The relationship between these diffusion locations and the 

conditions regulating persistence and extinction amounts to the source-sink dynamics 

(Pulliam, 1988; Pulliam and Danielson, 1991). As the theory of source-sink dynamics 

states, the term source loosely refers to locations with a demographic surplus of viral 

pathogen as well as conditions ideal for persistence while the term sink refers to 

locations with a demographic deficit of viral pathogens and conditions that generally 

promote extinction of the virus over the long term. But, because the conditions 

prevailing within a given location are not always constant, for example changes in 

economic policy, which can transform trade practices, a single location may be found 

acting as both a source and a sink within different time points. Moreover, emigration 

of pathogens with high multiplication rates from source into sink locations can rescue 

populations with low multiplication rates from extinction, and enable persistence in 

otherwise harsh environments and time periods (Amaresekare, 2004). Therefore, 

understanding and interpreting source-sink dynamics is one way of logically 

explaining the spatio-temporal patterns in the distribution and abundance of MSV-A 

variants across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands. Consequently, I used the 

generalized linear model (GLM) to identify and characterize source and sink locations 

for MSV-A.  

 

The trunk rewards that estimate the contribution that each location makes to the 

persistence of the trunk lineage estimated from the posterior distribution of trees 

revealed that MSV-A persistence was predominantly longer in Zimbabwe, followed 

by Uganda, then South Africa and Kenya respectively compared to other locations 

considered. The generalized linear model (GLM) inferred that between 1938 and 

2011, Zimbabwe occupied 52% of the tree trunk-time, followed by Uganda with 29%, 

then South Africa and Kenya with 12% and 7% respectively (Figure 3.8 and 3.9). 

Persistence of MSV-A was highest in Zimbabwe between 1938 and 1974; then in 
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South Africa from 1974 to 1983; followed by Uganda from around 1984 to 2003; and 

then finally in Kenya from 2003 until 2011.        
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Figure 3.9 Markov Rewards representing the waiting time or persistence of the virus (in years) in each 

of the 19 sampling locations investigated using the generalized linear model (GLM). Zimbabwe, 

Uganda, South Africa and Kenya were inferred to have the highest number of Markov rewards 

suggesting that MSV-A persisted longer in those countries and that the same countries may be 

important sources and epidemiological links in the persistence of the virus across Africa and the 

adjacent Indian Ocean Islands.   

 
The highest net Markov jumps were estimated for Uganda, followed by South Africa, 

Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Ghana and Lesotho (Figure 4.0). For the most part, the 

inference made by the generalized linear model regarding immigrations and 

emigrations of MSV-A from Uganda, South Africa, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya, 

Ghana, and Lesotho is consistent first with the number of Bayes factor supported 

movements identified for these countries using the discrete phylogeographic model. 

The inference is also coincides with economic reforms, political and agronomic 

developments, drought, pathology, and MSD epidemic reports in these countries 

between 1850 and 2011. Furthermore, while this analyses suggests that Uganda, 

South Africa, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya and Ghana were major sources of MSV-A 

dispersal, locations such as the Anjouan, Burkina Faso, Benin, Cameroon, Central 

African republic, Chad, Lesotho, Ethiopia, Moheli, Mozambique, Madagascar, 
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Reunion and Zambia, were characterized as mostly sinks. However, South Africa, 

Zimbabwe, Nigeria, and Uganda probably acted as both source and sink locations in 

different time points.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.0  Net Markov jumps from and towards each of the 19 locations considered as inferred using 

the generalized linear model (GLM). The highest net Markov jumps to and from are inferred for 

Uganda, followed by South Africa, Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Kenya, Ghana and Lesotho. 
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3.8 Predictor variables possibly determinant of MSV-A dispersal 

 
Of the 27 predictor variables investigated as possible determinants of MSV-A 

dispersal across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands amongst source and 

sink locations using the generalized linear model (GLM), only five were inferred with 

high Bayes factor support (Table 3.5 - Appendix 16; Figure 4.1 - Appendix 17) to 

have influenced the spatio-temporal diffusion of MSV-A since its emergence. This 

analysis also permitted the characterization of sampling locations into sources and 

sinks based on the inferred inclusion probabilities and the predictor variable 

contributions to the dispersal process (Figure 4.2 - Appendix 18). Compared to sink 

locations, locations inferred as sources with the GLM, were characterized by high 

average annual precipitation and moderately high average annual temperatures and 

experienced high seasonal changes. Sources also produced high maize yield but 

experienced high prevalence of undernourishment, had lower trade imports and 

exports, high GDP per capita, lower vector control pesticide usage, high percentage 

forest land area, lower percentage arable land, high population densities, and were in 

close proximity to sink locations. The characterization of the variation in the 27 

predictive variables, classified into four categories (climatic; socio-political and 

economic; ecological; and geographical distance) amongst source and sink locations 

investigated (Table 3.6) as inferred by the generalized linear model (GLM), and how 

this possibly influenced the spatio-temporal diffusion of MSV-A across Africa and 

the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands is described below.          
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Table 3.6 Characterization of sources and sinks based on the 27 predictive variables investigated 

SOURCES SINKS 
high moderate low high moderate Low 

precipitation     Precipitation 
 temperature   temperature  

seasonal changes     seasonal 
changes 

yield    yield  
      

undernourishment    undernourishment  
  trade imports trade 

imports 
  

  trade exports trade exports   
GDP per capita     GDP per capita 

Population 
density 

    Population 
density 

forest land area     forest land area 
  arable land arable land   

pesticide usage   pesticide 
usage 

  

      
proximity     Proximity 

 

        Key:             

   source  sink     Predictive Variables Classes 

                         - Climatic factors 

                         - Sociopolitical and economic factors                   

                         - Ecological factors   

                         - Geographical factors   

 

3.8.1 Climatic factors 
 

Across Africa, maize production thrives in tropical and subtropical, and savanna 

climates, mostly in mid-altitude areas (Buddenhagen and Bosque-Perez, 1999; Sleper 

and Poehlman, 2006) where leafhopper species are also widely distributed (CABI, 

1986; Dabrowski, 1987; Mylonas, et al., 2014; Oluwafemi et al., 2007; Reynaud et 

al., 2009; Rose, 1978). The GLM inferred that sources largely received high average 

annual precipitation levels (BF = 0.96) and had moderately high average annual 

temperatures (BF = 0.04) throughout each agricultural season between 1960 and 2013 

compared to sinks. Although intensively grown in mid-altitude areas which receive 

high and moderate average annual precipitation and temperatures, by the mid-1970s 

maize was prone to MSD in these areas, and it was also absent in areas were 

conditions best suited its cultivation such as the savanna lands of West Africa 

(Buddenhagen and Bosque-Perez, 1999). By 1999, Buddenhagen and Bosque-Perez 
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(1999) reported that the majority of farmers in East Africa were still growing MSV 

susceptible varieties, which probably explains the spatio-temporal diffusion of the 

virus from that region to the rest of the continent and into the Islands in the Indian 

Ocean.  

 

The model also suggests that the position of source locations from the equator 

[latitude predictive variable (BF = 3.03) - Appendix 17] significantly influence the 

dispersal of MSV-A into sinks. A latitude and longitudinal of a geographical location 

influences changes in seasons and climatic conditions experienced in that location 

(Khavrus and Shelevytsky, 2010). A season is a division of the year, marked by 

changes in rainfall densities, mean temperature, ecology and hours of daylight, and 

more importantly, seasons result from the yearly orbit of the earth around the Sun and 

the tilt of the earth’s rotational axis relative to the plane of the orbit (Khavrus and 

Shelevytsky, 2010; 2012). Following evaluation of the H3N2 influenza epidemic, 

Lemey et al. (2014) converged on the position that disease dispersal is higher between 

the most connected countries that share similar seasons. Therefore, for a virus such as 

MSV-A to persist, it must infect multiple hosts, and the rate at which infection and 

transmission occurs is expected to be higher when locations occupy proximal regions 

of the equator and share seasons. In a related case, the frequent occurrence of drought, 

followed by high rainfall has been reported to promote the dispersal of leafhopper 

species and result in high MSD incidences particularly in the second season for 

locations with a bi-seasonal maize agronomic calendar (Martin and Shepherd, 2009). 

Between 1900 and 2011, several drought periods appear to have been followed by 

excess rains in countries across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands (Masih 

et al., 2014). A good example is Zimbabwe where following drought spells from 1990 

to 1992 and again between 1994 and 1995 (Unganai, 1994), an increase in irrigated 

maize production and heavy rains around early 1993 up to late 1993, and early 1994, 

is reported to have resulted in high MSD incidences in the country (Caulfield, 1994; 

Unganai, 1994).  

 

 

 

3.8.2 Sociopolitical and economic factors 
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Several sociopolitical and economic factors may play a significant role in the spread 

of vector-borne plant viruses such as MSV-A. Factors under this category 

investigated with the GLM include the per capita gross domestic product (GDP per 

capita), maize yield per hectare, maize trade imports and exports, and the population 

density. My results show that migrations of MSV-A were highest from locations with 

high GDP per capita (BF = 3960), maize yield (BF = 0.77), population densities (BF 

= 0.01), and prevalence of undernourishment (BF = 3960). GDP per capita is the 

gross domestic product divided by the midyear population. The discriminatory power 

of this predictive variable was significant strong between source and sink locations 

most probably because countries with higher GDP per capita have more resources  to 

spend and invest  per capita on research into disease prevention and control (Meo et 

al., 2013), resulting in lower MSD outbreak frequencies compared to countries with 

lower GDP per capita. High GDP per capita is usually a result of good political and 

economic governance, health, agricultural, mining, and educational systems. The 

islands of Anjouan and Moheli, are good examples of sinks, as both endure political 

and economic instability and have low GDP per capita (Comoros, 2014), whereas 

South Africa, Nigeria, Uganda and Kenya are ideal sources as they currently have 

stable political and economic environments.             

 

Although the GLM inferred that sources had both low maize trade imports and 

exports compared to sinks, exports of MSV-A susceptible varieties by these countries 

into sinks probably elevated the spatio-temporal diffusion of the pathogen. The higher 

imports and exports of maize into and from sinks corresponds with the susceptibility 

of these countries to frequent droughts (Masih et al., 2014), their localization in either 

arid to semi-arid regions, the high prevalence of informal and unregulated maize trade 

routes across borders and ports, the emergence of several new maize seed producers 

of the continental market; political unrest and high corruption and also the growing 

integration of these nations into regional and continental (Africa) economic 

communities which enabled the creation of free trade zones, harmonization of trade 

tariffs, and reduction of  duty and taxes (OECD, 2001; Ahmed, 2012; Barka, 2012; 

Comoros, 2014). For example the increase in trade between EAC, WAEMU, 

COMESA, IOC, and SADC member states from the late 1990s onwards (Adar, 2011; 

Ahmed, 2012; Barka, 2012), may have promoted an increase in MSV-A dispersal into 
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within east Africa, into west, central, and southern Africa and the adjacent Indian 

Ocean Islands.      

 

3.8.3 Ecological factors 

 
Locations inferred as sources with the GLM were identified to have a high percentage 

of forest land area (BF = 3.92) and a high pesticide usage index (BF = 0.04) whereas 

the percentage arable land in these locations was lower than that in sinks (BF = 0. 19). 

Forests harbour a wide diversity of flora and fauna, and can be reservoirs of both 

plant and animal viral pathogens. For example, the African streak viruses, which are 

close relatives of MSV and strains of MSV, from MSV-B to MSV-K have been 

reported to infect graminaceous weeds and wild grasses, and some of these viruses 

thrive in forest lands (Shepherd et al., 2010; Oluwafemi et al., 2014; Oppong et al., 

2015). In an effort to maximize food production, most sinks, which already have 

limited land, most of which is either not suitable for maize cultivation as is the case 

with Lesotho, Benin, Burkina Faso, and the islands of Reunion, Anjouan, Madagascar 

or is used to cultivate timber under forest plantations as is the case in Ghana, it is 

possible that these countries may have expanded the proportion of arable land by 

encroaching into lands designated as forest lands, which were already infested with 

variants of MSV and through time, this may have allowed virus to establish itself in 

maize as a serious pathogen. Most countries in west and east Africa, for example 

Nigeria, Uganda, and Kenya, are reported to grown maize in highland areas, formerly 

forest lands, and this probably explains the high MSD outbreaks incidences reported 

in these countries before and after the release of MSV resistant varieties in the mid-

1990s (IITA, 1986; Leke et al., 2009; Wangia et al., 2004). This result also 

corresponds to the inferred long-term persistence of MSV-A in Zimbabwe, South 

Africa, Uganda and Kenya, countries that although they have had high percentage 

forest land area, most of this was converted to infrastructural and industrial 

developments such as housing and tilling, or has been reduced significantly as foreign 

demand for local tobacco and other commercial crops had gradually increased faster 

in these countries compared to others on the continent.   

 

3.8.4 Geographical factors 
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The great circle distance, used here as a proxy for the geographical distance, 

represents the shortest distance between two points on the surface of a sphere, 

measured along the surface of the sphere, as opposed to a straight line through the 

sphere’s interior. Although this predictive variable did not discriminate between 

source and sink locations, migrations of MSV-A were inferred with the GLM to have 

occurred more between geographically proximate locations (BF = 3690). This finding 

is reasonable given that the geographical distance between locations influences the 

geographical dispersal range of both the leafhopper vectors infested with MSV as 

well as people carrying MSV-infested plant material across district, provincial, 

country and/or regional borders or ports. This is an increasing possibility with, the 

number of civil wars, corruption, border posts as well as economic free trade zones 

and liberalization of maize trade are currently on the increase across Africa since the 

late 1990s (Comoros, 2014; Sitko, et al., 2014; Ahmed, 2012). 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 

MSV-A isolates used had very low levels of genetic diversity as indicated by the very 

small overall mean pairwise genetic distance (0.017) estimated using MEGA and ≥ 98 

% nucleotide sequence similarity estimated using SDT.  

 

Both inter-strain and intra-strain recombination events occur frequently in the MSV 

genome and while both events rarely occur within gene coding regions, they appear to 

be ubiquitous towards the periphery of the gene encoding regions in the MSV 

genome. Detectable intra-strain recombination events marginally outnumbered 

detectable inter-strain recombination events, and 15 of these events have not been 

reported in previous analyses (Owor et al., 2007, Varsani et al., 2008 and Monjane et 

al., 2011). Most recombination breakpoints were detected in the Rep and RepA gene 

fragments compared to other gene regions and the majority of intra-strain MSV-A 

recombination events detected have occurred within the last six decades, the oldest 

and most conserved of these being events 19, 26 and 28 whereas the most recent are 

events 8, 16, 17, 21, 23, and 29. Viruses displaying evidence of intra-strain 

recombination events 20, 25 and 33, are widely distributed in East Africa, whereas 

those displaying evidence of events 16, 21 and 23, occur more frequently in West and 

Central Africa. However, viruses displaying evidence of the majority of events (1, 4, 

8, 10, 14, 17, 19, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, and 29) are more spread out across East, West, 

Central and Southern Africa and Islands in the Indian Ocean. These wide distribution 

and high prevalence of viruses carrying some of these intra-strain recombination 

events suggests that these events may have played a significant role in MSD 

epidemiology and that they have contributed to the well structured geographical 

distribution pattern of MSV-A variants across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean 

Islands. 

 

While codon positions in the movement protein (MP) and the RepA protein encoding 

genes appear to have mostly evolved neutrally, or under negative selection, two 

codons positions (positions 12 and 19) within motif I in the coat protein (CP) 

encoding gene, constituting 0.82 % of the genome and seven codon positions (147, 

166, 195, 203, 242, 260, 267) in the Rep gene within the Rb motif and motif IV site A 
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and site B, constituting 2.57 % of the genome, were positively selected. The majority 

of codon positions in the CP and Rep genes evolved neutrally or under negative 

selection pressure. The difference in selection pressure exerted on the individual 

MSV-A coding regions is most likely linked to the functional constraints imposed on 

the same regions that probably influences virus-vector, virus-host, or virus-virus 

interactions.  

 

Zimbabwe was identified as the most probable location of the most recent common 

ancestor of the MSV-A strain (posterior state probability = 0.52). The estimated mean 

nucleotide substitution rate for the full genome recombination-free MSV-A dataset H 

of 9.922 × 10-4 (95% HPD 8.54 × 10-4 to 1.1317 × 10-3) substitutions per site per year, 

was much higher than the 2 × 10-4 to 7 × 10-4 range of estimates obtained from short 

term (<60 days: Shepherd et al., 2005, 2006; Walt et al., 2009) and long-term 

(between 1-6 years: Isnard et al., 1998; Harkins et al., 2009; van der Walt et al., 

2008b) experiments. This indicates that my study has very likely over-estimated the 

actual substitution rate which should be lower over the more than 80 years of MSV 

evolution represented here than the short term estimates yielded in experiments. This 

is perhaps why the estimate of the time to the most recent common ancestor obtained 

under the combined relaxed uncorrelated molecular clock and constant population 

size model of 73 years (95% HPD 54.9 - 107.5), which is equivalent to a calendar 

date of 1938 (95% HPD 1904 - 1956), is more recent and consistent with a tMRCA of 

1933 (95% HPD, 1867 to 1950) obtained by Monjane et al. (2011) in previous 

analyses with a partial genome (MPCP) dataset but inconsistent with their tMRCA 

estimate of 1863 (95% HPD, 1809 to 1935) inferred using a full genome (FG) dataset 

(Monjane et al., 2011).  

 

The spatio-temporal diffusion of MSV-A across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean 

Islands occurred through a network of 34 intra-and-inter regional migration events, 19 

of which were Bayes factor (BF) supported. Persistence of MSV-A was highest in 

Zimbabwe, followed by South Africa, Uganda, and Kenya and these countries were 

inferred as the primary source locations in the spatio-temporal diffusion of variants of 

this strain across Africa and the adjacent Indian Ocean Islands. Climatic, 

sociopolitical, economic, ecological, and geographical proximity were amongst the 
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factors that strongly influenced the MSV-A dispersal process and enabled the 

characterization of sampling locations into sources and sinks respectively.  
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Appendix 2 
 
Table 1.1 Top 20 maize producer countries in the world (FAOSTAT, 2012; 

http://faostat3.fao.org/browse/rankings/countries_by_commodity/E). 

Rank Area Production (Int $1000) 
1 United States of America                           22233636 
2 China, mainland                           10126214 
3 Brazil                             2971351 
4 Argentina                             2635030 
5 India                             2554046 
6 Indonesia                             2012638 
7 Ukraine                             1373511 
8 Mexico                             1365318 
9 France                             1336765 
10 South Africa                             1054543 
11 Nigeria                             1048014 
12 Ethiopia                               780289 
13 Canada                               704334 
14 United Republic of Tanzania                               667938 
15 Philippines                               613668 
16 Pakistan                               542924 
17 Kenya                               483817 
18 Malawi                               427153 
19 Romania                               415331 
20 Zambia                               390350 
 

* Production is given in metric tonnes per country.  
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Appendix 4 
 
Table 1.2 Locations from which full genome MSV sequences have been sampled  

Location Source (s) 
Anjouan Novel (unpublished) 
Benin Conte, 1974; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Burkina Faso (Anon, 1983; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Cameroon (Anon, 1983; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014; Rossel and Thottapilly, 

1985) 
Central African Republic (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Chad Monjane et al., 2011 
Ethiopia (Pinner et al., 1988; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014; Mesfin et al., 

1991) 
Ghana (Pinner et al., 1988; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014; McKinney, 1929; 

Oppong et al., 2015) 
Kenya Storey, 1936; Pinner et al., 1988; CABI and EPPO, 1997; IPPC-Secretariat, 

2005; EPPO, 2014) 
Lesotho Monjane et al., 2011 
Madagascar (Brunt et al., 1990; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Mauritius (Guthrie, 1977; Pinner et al., 1988; Shepherd, 1925; CABI and EPPO, 1997; 

EPPO, 2014) 
Moheli Novel (unpublished) 
Mozambique (De Carvalho, 1948; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014; IITA, 1986) 
Nigeria (Esenam, 1966; Fajemisin et al., 1976; Kim et al., 1981; Kim et al., 1989; 

Pinner et al., 1988;CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Reunion (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014; Etienne and Rat, 1973; Malithano et 

al., 1997; Lagat et al., 2008) 
South Africa (Fuller, 1901; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Uganda (Storey, 1936; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014; Owor, 2008) 
Zambia (Anon, 1983; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014; IITA, 1986) 
Zimbabwe (IITA, 1986; Rose, 1974; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
 
* CABI – Commonwealth Agricultural Beaurex International: http://www.cabi.org 

* EPPO – European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization  
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Appendix 5 
 
Table 1.3 Countries where no MSV full genome sequences have been collected or are publicly available 
 
Country Source (s) 
Angola (IITA, 1986; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Botswana (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Burundi (Pinner et al., 1988; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Congo (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Democratic Republic of Congo (IITA, 1986; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Cote d’Ivoire (Anon, 1983; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Egypt Ammar, 1975; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Gabon (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Guinea (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Malawi (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Mali (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Niger (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Rwanda (Pinner et al., 1988; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Sao Tome and Principe (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Senegal (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Sierra Leone (Anon, 1983; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Sudan (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Swaziland (CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Tanzania (Storey, 1936; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
Togo (Anon, 1983; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
India (EPPO, 2014) 
Indonesia (EPPO, 2014) 
Yemen (Brunt et al., 1990; CABI and EPPO, 1997; EPPO, 2014) 
 
* CABI – Commonwealth Agricultural Beaurex International: http://www.cabi.org 

* EPPO – European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organization  
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Appendix 6 
 
Table 2.2 Predictor variables investigated as possible determinants of MSV-A dispersal  

Predictor variable Data source  

Absolute Centroid Latitude Google Earth - https://earth.google.com/ 

Absolute Centroid Longitude Google Earth - https://earth.google.com/ 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capita http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD 

Great Circle Geographical Distance Google Earth - https://earth.google.com/ and R-script 
(Appendix 8) 

Percentage Arable land http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.ARBL.ZS 

Percentage Forest Land http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.FRST.K2 

Pesticide Use http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.PRCP.MM 

Population Density http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EN.POP.DNST 

Precipitation http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/AG.LND.PRCP.MM 

Prevalence of Undernourishment http://faostat3.fao.org/dowload/D/FS/E 

Temperature http://www.weatherbase.com/weather/countryall.php3 

Yield per hectare http://faostat3.fao.org/download/Q/QC/E 
 

Total Maize Imports http://faostat3.fao.org/download/T/TP/E 
 

Total Maize Exports http://faostat3.fao.org/download/T/TP/E 
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Appendix 7 
 
Description of the 27 predictor variables investigated as possible determinants of MSV-A dispersal 
 

• Absolute Centroid Latitude – represents the centroid latitude geographical coordinate of a given location 
per country.  

 
• Absolute Centroid Longitude – represents the centroid longitude geographical coordinate of a given 

location per country.  
 

• GDP per capita (current US$) – is gross domestic product divided by midyear population. GDP is the 
sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy plus any product taxes and minus any 
subsidies not included in the value of the products. 

 
• Great Circle Geographical Distance – is the shortest distance between two points on the surface of a 

sphere, measured along the surface of the sphere (as opposed to a straight line through the sphere’s 
interior).  
 

• Percentage Arable land (% of land area) - includes land defined by the FAO as land under temporary 
crops (double-cropped areas are counted once), temporary meadows for mowing or for pasture, land under 
market or kitchen gardens, and land temporarily fallow. Land abandoned as a result of shifting cultivation 
is excluded. 
 

• Percentage Forest area (sq. km) - is land under natural or planted stands of trees of at least 5 meters in 
situ, whether productive or not, and excludes tree stands in agricultural production systems (for example, in 
fruit plantations and agro-forestry systems) and trees in urban parks and gardens. 
 

• Percentage Prevalence of Undernourishment - refers to the percentage proportion of new cases of 
undernourishment expressed as a three-year average per country. 
 

• Pesticide Use (tonnes per 1000 Ha) – refers to the active ingredient measured in tonnes per 1000 hectares 
that is used in arable lands and on permanent crops per country. 

 
• Precipitation in depth (mm per year) - is the long-term average in depth (over space and time) of annual 

precipitation in the country. Precipitation is defined as any kind of water that falls from clouds as a liquid 
or a solid.  

 
• Population density – refers to the number of people per square kilometer of land area per country. 

 
• Temperate (oC) – is the mean annual temperature per country measured in degrees Celsius.  

 
• Total Maize Export Quantity (tonnes) – is the quantity of maize exported per country in tonnes annually.  

 
• Total Maize Import Quantity (tonnes) – is the quantity of maize measured in tonnes imported per 

country annually. 
 

• Yield (Hg/Ha) – is the quantity of maize produced measured in tonnes per country per hectare of arable 
land annually. 
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Appendix 8 
 
R-script written to estimate great circle distances (as-the-crow-flies).  
 
The script implements the Haversine formula to determine the pair-wise great circle distances between the centroid 
geographical coordinates of all sampling locations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Usage : R-package 
 
library (fields) 
 
setwd(/output/working/directory/) 
 
latlong_mat <- read.csv(locations_geocordinates.csv,sep=,,na.strings=,row.names=1) 
great_dist_mat <- rdist.earth(matrix(c(latlong_mat$Longitude,latlong_mat$Latitude), 
 
ncol=2),matrix(c(latlong_mat$Longitude,latlong_mat$Latitude), ncol=2), miles=FALSE, R=6371) 
 
rownames (great_dist_mat) <- rownames(latlong_mat) 
 
colnames (great_dist_mat) <- rownames(latlong_mat) 
 
diag(great_dist_mat) <- 0 
 
write.table((great_dist_mat), file = great_circ_dist.csv, sep = ';', col.names=NA) 
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Appendix 9 
 
Table 3.1 (a) Inter-strain Recombination Analyses results  
 
Event                             Breakpoint  

         Start                       End 
Recombinant 

1 1593 1722 K128_B_MSV_A 
2 1722 1764 NG36_pjet_MSV_A 

NG32_pjet_MSV_A 
3 154 303 K209_B_MSV_A 
4 1357 1463 GH53_B 
5 1971 

 
2033 

 
GH111 

 
6 1535 

 
1555 

 
MSV-A_UG_KasF43-2005-EF015779 

 
 

7 98* 
 

190 
 

K222_ba 
 

8 331* 
 

398 
 

NG25_B_MSV_A 
 

9 1366 
 

1396 
 
 

K57_1_2009 
 

10 1631 
 

2576 
 

Rob5 
 

11 152 
 

245 
 

O60_Bethlehem 
O65_bethlehem [T] 

 

12 1952 
 

30 
 

MSV-A_ZW_Nmg_g168-2006-EU628576 
 

13 2655 
 

1419* 
 

GH3_B 
 

14 1849* 
 

37 
 

O86RC_letsele_1987 
 

15 293 
 

1498* 
 

MSV-A_MZ_Map9_Moz4-2007-HQ693359 

16 2661 
 

1499* 
 

MSV-A_ZA_Mak1_M22K-1988-HQ693420 
 

17 543 
 

961 
 

K263_Bh1_as 
 

18 1951* 
 

2655 
 

O56_Kabete_Kenya_1990 
 

19 72 
 

119 
 

GH3_B 
 

20 889 
 

995 
 

g321a_Mau_2008 
 

21 550 
 

960* 
 

MA40_2010 
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22 145 
 

1494* 
 

MSV-A_ZW_Mas5_Mic7-1993-FJ882146 
 

23 72 
 

1571 
 

MA31_2010 
 

24 1394* 
 

2656 
 

MSV-A_RE_Reu-1997-HQ693399 
 

25 170 
 

1357* 
 

MSV-A_KE_Ken_-1983-X01089 
 

26 418 
 

1824 
 

MSV-A_ZA_ThoE_g132-2006-EU628568 
 

27 106 
 

118 
 

GH3_B 
 

28 1761* 
 

2631* 
 

MSV-A_ZA_MakD-1998-AF329884 
 

29 2659* 
 

2686* 
 

g354_Mau_2008 
 

30 2026 
 

2619 
 

K147_2009 
 

31 1985 
 

1996 
 

MSV-J_Zm-Mic24-1987-EU628641 
 

32 2027 
 

60 
 

K57_1_2009 
 

33 1631* 
 

2643* 
 

GH52_B 
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Appendix 10 
 
Table 3.1 (b) Intra-strain Recombination Analyses results  
 
Event                       Breakpoint                                                Recombinant 
                        Start                       End                                                     
1 2654 

 
1612 

 
MSV-A_ZA_Omr_g221-2007-EU628573 

 
2 307 

 
1455 

 
MSV-A_ZA_Hec4_O13-1989-FJ882112 

 
3 1632 

 
2342 

 
MSV-A_UG_Jin219-2005-EF547111 

 
4 2663 

 
1552 

 
MSV-A_ZA_VM-1993-AF239961 

 
5 2128 

 
2563 

 
O60_Bethlehem 

 
6 23 

 
1757 

 
MSV-A_CM_Ton_Cam6-2008-HQ693327 

 
7 1807 

 
352 

 
K209_B_MSV_A 

 
8 2660 

 
1951 

 
Mad8_2009 

 
9 1684 

 
2654 

 
K44_1_2009 

 
10 1952 

 
30 
 

MSV-A_ZW_Nmg_g168-2006-EU628576 
 

11 1635 
 

2656 
 

O47b_letsele_1987 
 

12 1997 
 

2619 
 

K57_1_2009 
K183 

 
13 1983 

 
126 

 
K95_2009 

 
14 1949 

 
2653 

 
MSV-A_ZA_Let5_M46K-1989-HQ693419 

 
15 1265 

 
141 

 
MSV-A_ZW_Mas5_Mic7-1993-FJ882146 

 
16 2651 

 
1553 

 
GH155_b 

 
17 1959 

 
179 

 
K161B_bam 

 
18 2119 

 
514 

 
MSV-A_ZW_MatC-1998-AF329883 

 
19 2667 

 
1423 

 
MSV-A_ZA_Hei_O9-1979-FJ882115 

 
20 2575 

 
1428 

 
O45RC_Ilanga_1988 

 
21 2655 

 
1609 

 
GH151_b_MSV_A 

 
22 1941 

 
2677 

 
MSV-A_ZA_ThoE_g132-2006-EU628568 

 
23 1635 

 
2656 

 
O77_roude_1984 

 
24 2040 

 
78 
 

g524_B_MSV_A 
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25 883 
 

2302 
 

K144_B_MSV_A 

26 416 
 

1628 
 

O65_bethlehem 
 

27 1112 
 

2011 
 

MSV-A_KE_Ken_-1983-X01089 
 

28 824 
 

1675 
 

MSV-A_ZA_Hec1_O4-1989-FJ882109 
 

29 2637 
 

1405 
 

K110_2009 
 

30 1548 
 

1661 
 

MSV-A_TD_Dja_Mic26-1987-FJ882106 
 

31 2221 
 

194 MSV-A_ZA_Blu4_Ta31-2008-HQ693403 
 

32 430 
 

2092 
 

MSV-A_UG_Mba41-2005-EF547074 
 

33 2648 
 

1635 
 

MSV-A_UG_Luw192-2005-EF547108 
 

34 1836 
 

2620 
 

MSV-A_CF_Bos7_Car7-2008-HQ693313 
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Figure 3.3a Selection M
ap for dataset D

 (M
P transcript com

prising 101 codons). B
lue bars highlight 3 codon 

positions  (~3%
) evolving under the influence of negative selection. The absence of red bars denotes zero codons 

positions evolving under the influence of positive selection. The height of each bar (blue or red) approxim
ates to 

the absolute non-synonym
ous -synonym

ous  nucleotide substitution rate at a site w
ithin each codon position. 
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Figure 3.3b Selection M
ap for dataset E (C

P transcript com
prising 244 codons). B

lue bars highlight 72 codon positions  (29.51%
) 

evolving under the influence of negative selection, w
hereas tw

o red bars denote tw
o codons positions (0.82%

 - positions 12 and 19) 
evolving under the influence of positive selection. The height of each bar (blue or red) approxim

ates to the absolute non-synonym
ous -

synonym
ous  nucleotide substitution rate at a site w

ithin each codon position. 
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Figure 3.3c Selection M
ap for dataset F (R

ep transcript com
prising 272 codons). B

lue bars highlight 95 codon positions  (34.93%
) 

evolving under the influence of negative selection, w
hereas the seven  red bars denote seven codons positions (2.57%

 - positions 147, 
166, 195, 203, 242, 260, 267) evolving under the influence of positive selection. The height of each bar (blue or red) approxim

ates to 
the absolute non-synonym

ous -synonym
ous  nucleotide substitution rate at a site w

ithin each codon position. 

A
verage dN

/dS
 = 0.5 
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Figure 3.3d Selection M
ap for dataset G

 (R
ep A

 transcript com
prising 153 codons). The plot show

s no significant evidence of  codon 
positions evolving under the influence of positive selection as indicated by the absence of red bars in the plot. B

lue bars highlight 18 
codon positions  (11.8%

) evolving under the influence of negative selection. The height of each bar (blue or red) approxim
ates to the 

absolute non-synonym
ous -synonym

ous  nucleotide substitution rate at a site w
ithin each codon position. A

 total of 135 codon 
positions (88.2%

) represented by black dots w
ere identified as evolving neutrally. 
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Appendix 15 
 
 
Table 3.4 Total number of Bayes factor supported Epidemiological linkages and MSV-A Movements. 
 
Epidemiological linkages Movement Bayes Factor Support 
1. LS and ZA from ZA into LS 74722.89892 
2. KE and UG from KE into UG 74722.89892 
3. GH and NG from  NG into GH 74722.89892 
4. CF and UG from UG into CF 74722.89892 
5. CF and NG from NG into CF 74722.89892 
6. CM and NG from NG into CM 24902.20115 
7. ZA and ZW from ZW into ZA 14938.06159 
8. UG and ZW from ZW into UG 4973.92204 
9. UG and ZM from UG into ZM 4387.796184 
10. GH and KE from GH into KE 1350.598565 
11. BF and NG from NG into BF 696.8621368 
12. MZ and UG from MZ into UG 226.1188666 
13. MD and UG from UG into MD 186.9724889 
14. MZ and ZA from ZA into MZ 28.95804553 
15. MD and MH  from MD into MH 23.27827053 
16. BJ and NG from NG into BJ 14.55996449 
17. NG and ZW from ZW into NG 7.456991575 
18. TD and NG from NG into TD 6.485324493 
19. BF and ZW from ZW into BF 5.189947256 
 
 
Country code: BF = Burkina Faso; BJ = Benin; CF = Central African Republic; CM = Cameroon; GH = Ghana; 
KE = Kenya; LS = Lesotho; MD = Madagascar; MH = Moheli; MZ = Mozambique; NG = Nigeria; TD = Chad; UG 
= Uganda; ZA = South Africa; ZM = Zambia; and ZW = Zimbabwe.    
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Appendix 16 
 
Table 3.5 Bayes factor support for the 27 predictor variables investigated in the study 
 
Predictor Variable Bayes factor support 
Origin_Precipitation  0.962621607782898 
Destination_Precipitation  0.379160315361242 
Origin_Temperature 0.04004004004004 
Destination_Temperature 0.04004004004004 
Origin_location_lat 3.02925989672978 
Destination_location_lat 0.18848398991269 
Origin_location_long 0.04004004004004 
Destination_location_long 0.379160315361242 
Origin_GDPpercapita 3960 
Destination_GDPpercapita 0.379160315361242 
Origin_trade_exports 0.18848398991269 
Destination_trade_exports 0.379160315361242 
Origin_trade_imports 0.18848398991269 
Destination_trade_imports 0.962621607782898 
Origin_Pesticide 0.04004004004004 
Destination_Pesticide 0.379160315361242 
Origin_PercForestLand 3.91743522178305 
Destination_PercForestLand 0.04004004004004 
Origin_PercArableLand 0.18848398991269 
Destination_PercArableLand 0.766408479412964 
Origin_PopDensity 0.01 
Destination_PopDensity 0.379160315361242 
Origin_Yield 0.766408479412964 
Destination_Yield 0.766408479412964 
Origin_Undernourishment 3960 
Destination_Undernourishment 1.96831392298814 
GreatCircleDist 3960 
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 Figure 4.1 B
ayes Factor support for the 27 potential predictor variables investigated as possible determ

inants of M
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 dispersal across 

A
frica and the adjacent Indian O

cean Islands.  
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A
ppendix 18   

Figure 4.2 Predictor contributions and inclusion probabilities inferred using the generalized linear m
odel for the 27 

potential predictive variables.  
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A
ppendix 19 

Figure 4.3 Evidence of a high correlation betw
een the sam

pling tim
es and the genetic distance of the 668 M

SV
-A

 
sam

ples  w
hich w

as used as a proxy for a strong tem
poral signal in dataset H
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Appendix 20 
 
 
Table 3.7 Accession numbers of publicly available MSV-A sequences used 
 

AF329878 
KJ699344 
KJ699342 
KJ699303 
KJ699304 
KJ699305 
KJ699306 
KJ699307 
KJ699308 
KJ699309 
KJ699310 
KJ699311 
KJ699312 
KJ699313 
KJ699314 
KJ699315 
KJ699316 
KJ699317 
KJ699318 
KJ699319 
KJ699320 
KJ699321 
KJ699322 
KJ699323 
KJ699325 
KJ699327 
KJ699328 
KJ699329 
KJ699330 
KJ699331 
KJ699332 
KJ699333 
KJ699334 
KJ699335 
KJ699336 
KJ699337 
KJ699338 
KJ699339 
KJ699340 

 

KJ699341 
KJ699343 
KJ699346 
KJ699347 
KJ699353 
KJ699348 
KJ699349 
KJ699350 
KJ699351 
KJ699352 
HQ693281 
HQ693282 
HQ693283 
HQ693284 
HQ693281 
FJ882089 
HQ693286 
HQ693287 
HQ693288 
HQ693289 
HQ693290 
HQ693291 
HQ693292 
HQ693293 
HQ693294 
HQ693295 
HQ693296 
HQ693297 
HQ693298 
HQ693299 
HQ693300 
HQ693301 
HQ693302 
HQ693303 
HQ693304 
HQ693305 
HQ693306 
HQ693307 
HQ693308 

 

HQ693309 
HQ693310 
HQ693311 
HQ693312 
HQ693313 
HQ693308 
HQ693309 
HQ693316 
HQ693317 
HQ693318 
HQ693319 
HQ693320 
HQ693321 
HQ693322 
HQ693323 
HQ693324 
HQ693325 
HQ693326 
HQ693327 
HQ693328 
AF329878 
AF329879 
FJ882090 
 FJ882091 
FJ882092 
X01089 
AF395891 
AF329885 
FJ882093 
HQ693329 
HQ693330 
HQ693331 
HQ693332 
HQ693333 
HQ693334 
FJ882094 
AF329880 
FJ882095 
FJ882096 

 

FJ882097 
HQ693335 
HQ693336 
HQ693337 
HQ693338 
HQ693339 
HQ693340 
HQ693341 
EU628564 
HQ693342 
HQ693343 
HQ693344 
FJ882098 
EU628565 
HQ693345 
HQ693346 
HQ693347 
HQ693348 
HQ693349 
HQ693350 
HQ693351 
HQ693352 
HQ693353 
HQ693354 
HQ693355 
HQ693356 
HQ693357 
HQ693358 
HQ693359 
HQ693360 
HQ693361 
HQ693362 
HQ693363 
HQ693364 
HQ693365 
FJ882099 
FJ882100 
FJ882101 
HQ693366 

 

EU628566 
FJ882102 
HQ693367 
HQ693368 
HQ693369 
HQ693370 
HQ693371 
HQ693372 
HQ693373 
HQ693374 
HQ693375 
HQ693376 
HQ693377 
HQ693378 
HQ693379 
HQ693380 
HQ693381 
EU628567 
HQ693382 
HQ693383 
HQ693384 
HQ693385 
HQ693386 
X01633 
HQ693387 
HQ693388 
HQ693389 
HQ693390 
HQ693391 
HQ693392 
HQ693393 
FJ882103 
FJ882104 
FJ882105 
HQ693394 
HQ693395 
HQ693396 
HQ693397 
HQ693398 

 

  EF547118 
HQ693399 
X94330 
FJ882106 
EF547117 
EF547119 
EF547075 
EF547099 
EF547100 
EF547101 
EF547102 
EF547103 
EF547104 
EF547105 
EF547112 
EF547113 
EF547114 
EF547116 
EF547115 
EF547111 
EF547081 
EF015782 
EF547121 
EF547122 
EF547076 
EF547077 
EF547080 
EF547079 
EF547080 
EF015780 
EF015779 
EF547096 
EF547106 
EF547107 
EF547084 
EF547085 
EF547087 
EF547108 
EF547109 
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Appendix 20: Continued. 
 
 

EF547094 
EF547095 
EF547097 
EF547098 
EF547068 
EF547069 
EF547070 
EF547071 
EF547072 
EF547073 
EF547074 
EF015781 
EF547123 
EF547124 
EF547066 
EF547067 
EF547065 
EF547082 
EF547083 
EF015783 
EF547110 
EF547086 
EF547088 
EF547089 
EF547090 
EF547091 
EF547092 
EF547093 

  KJ437661 

EU628570 
HQ693406 
HQ693407 
EU628571 
HQ693408 
FJ882107 
HQ693409 
HQ693410 
HQ693411 
FJ882108 
HQ693412 
HQ693413 
HQ693414 
FJ882109 
FJ882110 
FJ882111 
FJ882112 
FJ882113 
FJ882114 
FJ882115 
HQ693415 
FJ882116 
FJ882117 
HQ693416 
FJ882118 
FJ882119 
HQ693417 
AF003952 

  KJ437662 

HQ693423 
HQ693424 
FJ882124 
HQ693425 
HQ693426 
EU628572 
EU152254 
EU152255 
FJ882126 
HQ693427 
HQ693428 
EU628573 
HQ693429 
HQ693430 
HQ693431 
FJ882127 
HQ693432 
HQ693433 
HQ693434 
HQ693435 
HQ693436 
FJ882128 
FJ882129 
FJ882121 
FJ882122 
FJ882123 
HQ693419 
HQ693420 

  KJ437663 

HQ693438 
AF239961 
HQ693439 
HQ693440 
HQ693441 
HQ693442 
HQ693443 
HQ693444 
HQ693445 
HQ693446 
HQ693447 
HQ693448 
HQ693449 
FJ882139 
HQ693450 
HQ693451 
HQ693452 
HQ693453 
HQ693454 
HQ693455 
HQ693456 
HQ693457 
HQ693458 
EF547064 
EF015778 
HQ693400 
HQ693401 
EF547063 

  KJ437664 

FJ882143 
FJ882144 
FJ882145 
FJ882146 
FJ882147 
AF329881 
AF329882 
HQ693471 
HQ693472 
FJ882148 
FJ882149 
HQ693473 
EU628576 
HQ693474 
AF329883 
FJ882130 
FJ882131 
FJ882132 
FJ882133 
FJ882134 
FJ882135 
FJ882136 
FJ882137 

  HQ693405 
HQ693402 
HQ693403 
HQ693404 

  EF547120 
  KJ437658 
  KJ437660 

HQ693459 
HQ693460 
HQ693461 
HQ693462 
HQ693463 
HQ693464 
HQ693465 
HQ693466 
HQ693467 
HQ693468 
HQ693469 
FJ882140 
HQ693470 
FJ882141 
FJ882142 
FJ882138 
EU628574 
EU628575 
Y00514 
EU628568 
HQ693437 
EU628569 

  HQ693422 
HQ693421 
AF329884 
HQ693418 
FJ882120 

  KJ437657 
  KJ437659 
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Appendix 21 
 
Table 3.8 Taxon labels for Dataset A  
 

K10_FL MSV-A_UG_Mub89 MSV-A_UG_Masin138 K20_3 

K14_2_FL MSV-A_UG_Hoi156 K67_B_MSV_A K49_2 

K97 K188_B_MSV_A K190_B_MSV_A K23_2 

K58_2 MSV-A_UG_Iga243 MSV-A_UG_Nak125 K19_1 

K206_GH MSV-A_UG_Mpi8 MSV-A_UG_Bug245 K26_2 

MSV-A_UG_Hoi170 K173_b2_as_bgl K126_B_MSV_A K163_GH 

K231_B_MSV_A K151_b2_as_bgl K147 K178_ba 

MSV-A_UG_Bus255 K152 K223_ba K133 

K121 K27_B_MSV_A MSV-A_CF_Bos6_Car6 K21_2 

K104 K28_B_MSV_A K102_B_MSV_A K230 

MSV-A_UG_Mask26 MSV-A_UG_Masin139 K217 K207 

K215_ba MSV-A_UG_Mba38 K214 K44_1 

MSV-A_UG_Mpi14 K150 K170 K193_B_MSV_A 

K142_B_MSV_A MSV-A_UG_Hoi167 K198 K279_Bh1_as 

K164_ba K143_B_MSV_A K197 K262_B_MSV_A 

K171_ba K86_B_MSV_A K210 K225_ba 

K94_B_MSV_A K129 K172 O87RC_letsele 

MSV-A_UG_Kas71 K105 MSV-A_UG_Iga224 MSV-A_ZA_Hec4_O13 

MSV-A_UG_Kas63 K77_B_MSV_A GH144_b_MSV_A Mad8 

g520_K_ptz_MSV_A K221_B_MSV_A GH123_b_MSV_A Mad28 

K64_2009 K100A K136 Mad20 

K56_B_MSV_A K149_B_MSV_A K216_B_MSV_A Mad19 

MSV-A_UG_Kas76 K69_B_MSV_A K226 Mad13 

K135_B_MSV_A K132_B_MSV_A K122_B_MSV_A Mad21 

K218_ba K145 K146_B_MSV_A Mad10 

K85_B_MSV_A MSV-A_UG_Mask25 MSV-A_CF_Bang1_Car39 Mad23 

K78_b2_as_bgl MSV-A_UG_Nak129 K99 Mad11 

MSV-A_UG_Kas70 MSV-A_UG_Luw196 MSV-A_CF_Bang10_Car49 Mad5 

K92_B_MSV_A MSV-A_UG_Nak118 K95 Mad2 

K89_B_MSV_A MSV-A_UG_WakF56 K183 MSV-A_ZA_Hec5_O17 

K87_B_MSV_A MSV-A_UG_Hoi158 K162_bam MSV-A_ZA_Mak2_M49 

MSV-A_UG_Kib182 MSV-A_UG_Kib179 K162_ba MSV-A_ZA_Let5_M46K 

MSV-A_UG_Iga244 K65_B_MSV_A MSV-A_UG_KasF43 MSV-A_ZA_Mak1_M22K 

K36_B_MSV_A MSV-A_NG_Ogb1_N36a K57_1 MSV-A_ZA_Joz_Riz33 

MSV-A_UG_Mbal304 MSV-A_UG_Kas75 K103 MSV-A_ZA_MakD 

K101 K100 K13_FL MSV-A_ZA_Tra_D4 

K113 K38_B_MSV_A K83_B_MSV_A MSV-A_ZA_TreA_g141 

MSV-A_UG_Muk203 K180_bam K52_1 K80_B_MSV_A 
 
 K82_B_MSV_A K49_1 MSV-A_UG_Masin144 
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Appendix 21: Continued.. 
 
 
MSV-A_UG_Nak111 

MSV-A_UG_Hoi165 MSV-A_UG_Luw192 K185_ba K125_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_MZ_Pem3_Moz39 MSV-A_MZ_Map10_Moz5 MSV-A_ZA_Mal4_T9 MSV-A_ZA_Boo_D1 

MSV-A_UG_Kib188 K115 MSV-A_ZA_SA MSV-A_ZA_BooB_g145 

K47_B_MSV_A K295_bh1_as MSV-A_ZA_Emp5_Ta24 MSV-A_ZA_Cat1_D6 

K30_B_MSV_A K242 MSV-A_ZA_Nat1_g195 MSV-A_ZA_Cat2_D3 

MSV-A_ZM_Kas_Z23 K165_B MSV-A_ZA_Kom MSV-A_ZA_Har_Riz35 

MSV-A_MZ_Bil4_Moz23 MSV-A_MZ_ChiA_g200 MSV-A_ZW_Mas1_Bet43 MSV-A_ZA_Jac_D7 

MSV-A_MZ_Lib2_Moz31 MSV-A_MZ_Bil6_Bet25 O86RC_letsele MSV-A_ZA_Kwa_Riz25 

MSV-A_MZ_Map6_Moz27 MSV-A_MZ_Map3_Moz24 O78_MPE MSV-A_ZA_War1_T5 

K189_B_MSV_A MSV-A_MZ_Map5_Moz26 O66_greytown MSV-A_ZA_Emp1_T5 

MSV-A_MZ_Xai2_Moz7 MSV-A_ZA_Pie1_Ben3a MSV-A_ZA_Hec6_O18 MSV-A_ZA_Emp3_Ta22 

MSV-A_MZ_Inh2_Moz1 MSV-A_ZA_Pie2_Ben3b MSV-A_ZA_Let1_O8 MSV-A_ZA_Emp4_Ta23 

MSV-A_MZ_Bil2_Moz21 MSV-A_ZA_Umz_D10 O59_greytown MSV-A_ZA_War11_Ta11 

MSV-A_MZ_Bil7_Bet16 MSV-A_MZ_Nha_Moz15 MSV-A_ZW_Har1_g186 MSV-A_ZA_War2_Ta1 

MSV-A_UG_Nak119 MSV-A_MZ_Bil1_Moz20 MSV-A_ZA_Let2_O10 MSV-A_ZA_War8_Ta8 

MSV-A_UG_Nak120 MSV-A_MZ_Chi1_chimoz MSV-A_ZA_Har_M11 MSV-A_ZA_War3_Ta2 

MSV-A_ZW_Maz1_Bet49 MSV-A_MZ_Map1_Moz16 MSV-A_ZA_Let3_O14 MSV-A_ZA_War4_Ta3 

K60K MSV-A_MZ_Map8_Moz3 MSV-A_ZA_Pas_M24 MSV-A_ZA_War9_Ta9 

K60 MSV-A_MZ_Map9_Moz4 MSV-A_ZW_Maz3_g265 MSV-A_ZA_War5_Ta4 

K109_B_MSV_A MSV-A_ZA_Por1_D14 MSV-A_ZW_Hel2_Bet36 MSV-A_ZA_War6_Ta6 

MSV-A_ZM_Kab2_Z25 MSV-A_ZW_Hel1_Bet36R MSV-A_ZA_Koe1_O15 MSV-A_ZA_War7_Ta7 

MSV-A_MZ_Bob_g204 MSV-A_ZA_ThoE_g132 MSV-A_ZA_Koe2_O21 MSV-A_ZA_Ros_D2-2006 

MSV-A_MZ_Chi4_g210 O85B_unk MSV-A_ZA_Koe3_M42K MSV-A_ZA_RosE_g131 

MSV-A_MZ_Map7_Moz29 O83_letsele MSV-A_LS_Mal1_Les1 MSV-A_ZA_Not_D5 

MSV-A_MZ_Map2_Moz17 O71_PE MSV-A_ZA_Blu4_Ta31 MSV-A_ZA_Por5_Ta19 

MSV-A_UG_Luw110 MA31 MSV-A_ZA_Por2_Ta13 MSV-A_ZA_Mal5_T11 

MSV-A_MZ_Lib1_Moz30 MSV-A_MZ_Xai1_xaimoz MSV-A_ZA_Por4_Ta16 MSV-A_ZA_Mal6_T12 

MSV-A_MZ_Nam_Moz34 K128_B_MSV_A MSV-A_ZA_Mal1_T3 MSV-A_ZA_War10_Ta10 

K123_B_MSV_A MSV-A_ZA_Emp2_T8 MSV-A_ZA_Mal3_T6 MSV-A_ZA_MitC_g129 

K181_ba O45RC_Ilanga MSV-A_ZA_Mal2_T4 MSV-A_ZA_Oho_Sa26 

MSV-A_MZ_Chi3_Moz13 K232 O90B_Komatiport_moz MSV-A_ZA_New_D9 

MSV-A_MZ_Mac_Moz19 K222_ba O49_letsetele MSV-A_LS_Mal2_Les2 

MSV-A_MZ_Chi2_Moz11 MSV-A_KE_Nye2_Ken12 O80_CT_oudvelt MSV-A_ZA_RosB_g142 

MSV-A_MZ_Bil5_Moz6 MSV-A_ZW_MatC MSV-A_ZA_Let4_O16 MSV-A_ZA_Blu2_Ta29 

K208_GH o95_5B_MPE MSV-A_ZA_Pot1_Riz48 MSV-A_ZA_Por6_Ta35 

MSV-A_MZ_Bil3_Moz22 MSV-A_ZA_Cpt_M50 g521_B_MSV_A O93B_MPE 

MSV-A_ZW_Chi_Bet64R MSV-A_ZA_Pot3_O27 Ama_D18 O92B_MPE 

MSV-A_MZ_Map4_Moz25 MSV-A_ZA_Pot4_O28 MSV-A_LS_Mal3_Les3 O84_Letsele 

MSV-A_ZM_Chi3_Z8 O46RC_Bergenshall MSV-A_ZA_Blu1_Ta28 O82_letsele 

K134_B_MSV_A MSV-A_ZA_Pot7_O31 MSV-A_ZA_Blu3_Ta30 O50_riversonderend 
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Appendix 21: Continued.. 
 
 
MSV-A_MZ_Inh1_Moz9 MSV-A_ZA_Pot8_O33 MSV-A_ZA_Blu5_Ta32 MSV-A_ZA_Geo_M51 

MSV-A_ZA_Wil_O38 Ma54_2 K254_B_MSV_A MA01 

MSV-A_ZA_VM Ma54_1 MSV-A_CF_Bai3_Car148 MA11 

MSV-A_ZA_Hec2 Ma68 MSV-A_CF_Ban3_Car38 MA32 

MSV-A_ZA_Hec3_O12 Ma69 MSV-A_CF_Boss1_Car34 K281_bh1_as 

O60_Bethlehem K160 MSV-A_CF_Boss2_Car35 MSV-A_KE_Kar_K1 

MSV-A_ZA_Nat2_g194 Ma45_bh1_as MSV-A_CF_Bos3_Car3 MSV-A_KE_Nan2_Ke2 

MSV-A_ZA_Por3_Ta14 MA35 MSV-A_CF_Bos4_Car4 K287_bh1_as 

MSV-A_ZA_Fer_D16 MA29 MSV-A_CF_Bang2_Car40 K285_Bh1_as 

O65_bethlehem MA20 MSV-A_UG_Mpi11 K261_b2_as_bgl 

g525_B_MSV_A K139 MSV-A_CF_Bai2_Car13 MSV-A_KE_Km 

g524_B_MSV_A MSV-A_ZW_Mvu_Bet45 MSV-A_CF_Bang8_Car46 MSV-A_KE_Oyu_K8 

MSV-A_ZA_Pot10_O24 MA06 MA35B MSV-A_KE_Nan1_Ke3 

MSV-A_ZA_Pot6_O29 MSV-A_ZM_Chi11_Z20 MSV-A_CF_Bak_Car5 K270_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_ZA_Pot9_O34 MSV-A_ZW_Chi_Zim3 MSV-A_CF_Ban2_Car37 K282_bh1_as 

MSV-A_ZA_Hei_O9 K35 MA12 K264_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_ZA_Jou1_O25 MSV-A_UG_Hoi154 MSV-A_CF_Yal1_Car32 K184_ba 

MSV-A_ZA_Jou2_O32 MSV-A_ZM_Chi1_Z6 K246_Bh1_as K268_BH1 

MSV-A_ZA_Pot2_O26 MSV-A_MZ_Pem6_Moz42 MSV-A_KE_Nye3_g377 K257_BH1 

MSV-A_ZA_Pot5_O28k MSV-A_ZM_Chi6_Z10 MSV-A_KE_Nye1_Ken11 K265_BH1 

MSV-A_ZA_Hec1_O4 MSV-A_ZM_Lus1_Z3 MSV-A_ZM_Chi8_Z12 K278_bh1_as 

O89B_Zim MSV-A_CF_Bim3_Car19 MSV-A_ZM_Chi7_Z11 K277_bh1_as 

O79_Zim MSV-A_ZM_Chi9_Z17 MSV-A_UG_MbaF27 K283_bh1_as 

O52_MSV_mat_KEP MSV-A_UG_Bug248 MSV-A_CF_Ban1_Car20 K175 

MSV-A_ZW_MatB MSV-A_ZM_Lus2_Z4 MSV-A_CF_Bai4_Car15 K127_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_KE_Kag_K14b MA23 MSV-A_CF_Bang5_Car43 K166_ba 

MSV-A_KE_Nak_K7 MA22 MSV-A_CF_Bang6_Car44 K176_ba 

MSV-A_KE_Sag MSV-A_MZ_Pem2_Moz37 MSV-A_UG_Mask23 K219_v2 

MSV-A_UG_Mbal308 MA18 MSV-A_UG_KasF42 K219_v1 

MSV-A_KE_Gat MSV-A_ZM_Chi10_Z19 Ma62 K269_BH1 

K249_bh1_as MSV-A_MZ_Pem5_Moz41 Ma53_bh1_as MSV-A_KE_Nan3_Ke8 

K248_bh1_as MSV-A_UG_MubF49 MSV-A_UG_Luw107 K275_Bh1_as 

K174 MSV-A_UG_Mask18 MSV-A_ZM_Chi2_Z7 K177_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_CF_Bang4_Car42 MSV-A_ZW_Maz2_Bet33 MSV-A_UG_Mask21 K251_Bh1_as 

MSV-A_UG_Mba41 MSV-A_UG_Wak1 Ma51_bh1_as Ma74 

Ma89 MSV-A_ZM_Chi4_Z9b MA37 Ma67_bh1_as 

Ma81 MSV-A_ZM_Chi5_Z9a MA09 Ma60 

Ma73_bh1_as K274_Bh1_as MA04 Ma59 

Ma72_bh1_as MA41 MA24 K245_BH1 

Ma50_bh1_as K81_B_MSV_A MA21 K267_B_MSV_A 

Ma54_3 K191_B_MSV_A MA26 MSV-A_UG_Iga231 
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K280_B_MSV_A MSV-A_UG_Kap289 GH143_b_MSV_A MSV-A_CM_Baf6_Cam23 

K200_GH MSV-A_UG_Mub94 MSV-A_CF_Bim1_Car16 MSV-A_NG_Ile_N34 

MSV-A_CF_Bos7_Car7 K284_bh1_as MSV-A_CM_Baf2_Cam17 GH4_B 

MSV-A_NG_Abu1_NG2 K252_Bh1_as MSV-A_CM_Baf4_Cam19 GH118_b 

K84_B_MSV_A K209_B_MSV_A GH141_b_MSV_A GH113_b 

MSV-A_UG_Kap292 g563_B_MSV_A MSV-A_CF_Bang9_Car47 MSV-A_NG_Lal_N1 

MSV-A_UG_Masin149 MSV-A_ZW_Maz4_Mic3 MSV-A_CF_Bos1_Car1 NG6_b_MSV_A 

K140 GH111 MSV-A_NG_Eji2_N35a MSV-A_CM_Baf3_Cam18 

MSV-A_UG_Bush53 GH53_B MSV-A_CF_Bos2_Car2 GH52_B 

MSV-A_UG_Kab82 K263_Bh1_as MSV-A_NG_Ipe_N24 MSV-A_NG_Iba3_N16 

MSV-A_UG_KabF48 Mad35_2009 GH19_B MSV-A_NG_Odo_N18 

K141 MSV-A_CM_Ton_Cam6 MSV-A_CF_Bim2_Car18 GH159_b 

MSV-A_BF_Lou2_BF6 O57_Kimathi_est MSV-A_NG_Abe_g239 MSV-A_NG_Iwo_N28a 

MSV-A_BF_Oua1_BF4 O55_ILRAD_kenya GH112_b_MSV_A K76_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_ZW_MatA 057_b_MSV_A MSV-A_NG_Igb_N12 K106_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_ZW_Zi_M41 055_b_MSV_A MSV-A_CF_Bang7_Car45 K74_B_MSV_A 

K110 056_b_MSV_A G32_Bam K120_B_MSV_A 

K39_B_MSV_A MSV-A_KE_Kan_K4 MSV-A_NG_Ond_N27a K114_B_MSV_A 

MSV-A_CF_Bam1_Car50 MSV-A_KE_MtKA MSV-A_CF_Bang3_Car41 GH142_b_MSV_A 

MSV-A_ZW_Har2_Mic22 O56_Kabete_Kenya MSV-A_NG_Eji1_N35b GH110_b_MSV_A 

MSV-A_ZW_Mas4_Mic6 o54b_Lerosho_kenya MSV-A_RE_Pie6_Mic30 MSV-A_NG_Ife_N22 

MSV-A_ZW_Mas3_Mic5 MSV-A_KE_Ken MSV-A_RE_Reu2 GH103_b_MSV_A 

MSV-A_ZW_Mas6_Mic8 Mic26_b_MSV_A MSV-A_RE_Pie2_Mic16 MSV-A_NG_Eji6_N11 

MSV-A_ZW_Mas2_Mic4 MSV-A_TD_Dja_Mic26 MSV-A_RE_Pie4_Mic13 MSV-A_CM_Yau_M12 

K144_B_MSV_A MSV-A_NG_Ns MSV-A_RE_Pie5_Mic14 MSV-A_NG_Iba1_N4 

MA10 MSV-A_ZW_Mas5_Mic7 MSV-A_RE_Pie3_Mic17 MSV-A_BF_Lou1_BF5 

MA02 MSV-A_ZA_Omr_g221 MSV-A_RE_Reu MSV-A_BF_Oua2_BF3 

MSV-A_MZ_Pem1_Moz36 MSV-A_ZW_Nmg_g168 MSV-A_RE_Jos2_Mic19 K229 

MSV-A_ZM_Kab1_Z24 Rob5 MSV-A_RE_Jos1_Mic18 GH157 

MSV-A_ZM_Lit_Z14 EW_Rob6 MSV-A_CF_Bai1_Car8 MSV-A_CM_Ema_Cam5 

MSV-A_MZ_Pem4_Moz40 MSV-A_RE_Pie1_Mic1 MSV-A_NG_Job_N20a GH129_b 

mad26_2009 O47b_letsele GH64_B MSV-A_CM_Baf1_Cam11 

K244_bh1_as g562_B_MSV_A GH1_B MSV-A_NG_Oyo_N26 

K273_bh1_as MSV-A_UG_Iga235 G1_Bam MSV-A_KE_Ama 

MA8_2010 NG8_b_MSV_A MSV-A_NG_Iba5_N22b MSV-A_UG_Hoi159 

Ma75_bh1_as GH58_B GH55_B MSV-A_UG_Nak123 

K247_Bh1_as GH106_b_MSV_A NG5_B_MSV_A GH135 

MA40_2010 NG13_b_MSV_A GH127_b_MSV_A GH104_b 

K161B_bam GH153_b MSV-A_CM_Omb_Cam10 GH60_B 

O77_roude GH132_b_MSV_A GH57_B MSV-A_CF_Bou1_Car25 

ET_Rob7 MSV-A_NG_Eji3_N29a GH154_b GH105_b_MSV_A 
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K194_v2 GH120_b_MSV_A MSV-A_NG_Oko_N32a GH146_b 

MSV-A_UG_Jin219 MSV-A_NG_Iba2_N22 GH128_b_MSV_A NG4_H_MSV_A 

MSV-A_UG_Luw103 MSV-A_NG_Iba4_N37 G13_Bam GH24_B 

MSV-A_UG_Tor271 MSV-A_NG_Abu2_NG1 GH136_b_MSV_A MSV-A_NG_Ile_g82 

MSV-A_UG_Wak4 MSV-A_NG_Bau_NG3 GH130_b G29_Bam 

NG25_B_MSV_A MSV-A_NG_Eji5_N33 GH139_b_MSV_A GH140_b_MSV_A 

MSV-A_BJ_BenN_Mic20 MSV-A_NG_Ogb2_N30a GH61_B GH155_b 

K237 MSV-A_NG_Ogb3_N30b GH5_B GH162_b 

GH148_b MSV-A_NG_Eji4_N31a MSV-A_CM_Baf5_Cam22 GH131_b_MSV_A 

GH151_b_MSV_A GH3_B K90_B_MSV_A MSV-A_BF_Gol_BF1 

GH114_b_MSV_A MSV-A_CF_Yal2_Car33 NG36_pjet_MSV_A GH119_b 

   
NG32_pjet_MSV_A 
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Appendix 22 
 
Table 3.9 Fifteen MSV-A movements concordant to those reported in the Monjane et al. (2011) analyses 

 
Movement From To 
1 South Africa Lesotho 
2 South Africa Mozambique 
3 Zimbabwe Burkina Faso 
4 Zimbabwe Central African Republic 
5 Zimbabwe Reunion Island 
6 Zimbabwe Kenya 
7 Zimbabwe Uganda 
8 Zimbabwe South Africa 
9 Uganda Zambia 
10 Uganda Kenya 
11 Uganda Central African Republic 
12 Nigeria Benin 
13 Nigeria Burkina Faso 
14 Nigeria Central African Republic 
15 Nigeria Cameroon 
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